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. INTRODUCTION.

Background

In the spring of 1977, staff of the American. Institutes for Research.(AIR)

z-.

completed work on a system designed to improve the role of accreditation agencies

in'providing student consumer, protection in postsecondary education., The

system (see Jung, Gross & BloOM, 1977).wai*based on two questionnaires designed

to detect and quantitatively scale the abuse potential that existed in nOndegree-

and degree-granting posttecondary institutions. The questionnaires, called

Institutional Report Forms (IRF, could'be filled out by any person who was

knowledgeable about the consum41. protection-policies, practices, and conditions

of an institution and scored via a specially-designed computer prog" that

was also part of the system. The U.S. Office of Education-supported develop-.

melt and field testing of the system in a number of institutions around the

cbunry are described in Jung (1977a).

One of the major recommendationsof the final technical report of the

initial development study (Jung, Hamilton, Helliwell, Gross, Bloom, Shearer,

McBain & Dayton, 1977) was that USOE-recognized accreditation es should

be encouraged to use the IRF system to romote an increased awaren S of

'student consumer protection issues in accreditated and candidate institutions.

In citing this recommendation before ng of all .recognized accreditation

'agencies, convened, by USOE's Division of Eligibility and.Agency Evaluation (DEAE),

Jung (1977b)'found considerable expressed interest in attempting an immediate

field test of the system. The inijor purpose of the field test was to
9

'estimate applicability and receptivity for wider adoption among accreditation

ageddies in general and regional accreditation agencies in particular. Witt

support from the Office of Planning, Budgeting, and. Evaluation (OPBE) in the

form of a 12 month extension of the original contract, the field test was begun '

In July of 1977.

4e
The Data Collection and Scoring Mechanism

The two IRFs (for no egree- and Ogree-granting:institutions) were based

on an intensive analysis of actual cases in which institutional conditions,
_

policies, and practices proved abusive to students. The intent of the IRF

items was simply to determine whether or not Such'conditions, policies, and

practices did exist at respondent institutions. There was no necessary assump-

tion that the measured presence of any particular condition, policy, or'practice

5
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constituted student consumer abuse. Rather, the assumption was.that.each

deteated case,r0re5ented..0 antentialofgr abuse, and that the more cases-

detected, the greater the
1
p tential. The critical requirements for including

an item in the IRFs were:

it related well to an institutional condition, policy, or practice
that is generally agreed to be abusive (or the absence/of which is
generally agreed to be abusive) WiTUdents (i.e., it had face
validity);

it clearly indicated the direction of undesirability with no complex
/r statistical transformations / or unverified rationales required;

Al \it could be weighted, such that quantifiable scores could be produced,
with higher scores representing greater potential for abuse;

it could be verified, either through easily accessible documentation,
or alternateTRZWition sources; ,

s+

it could'be marked without'imposing on unreasonable burden on the
respondentt :Institution;

it tapped oojditions, policies, and practices which are modifiable
and within:the power of every institution to modify; and

it was at least potentially useful to an_institution in its own self-
study and self-improvement efforts.

The IRF scoring system was simply a' method of weighting and averaging

the sum of the scores produced by items to which positive responses were

obtained. A 1976 field test of the system in 37 institutions around the country

produced the distribution of institution scords shown in Table 1. These could

also be broken down into topic scores which.provided profiles of specific

consumer. protection areas, such. as recruiting, disclosure, faculty stability;

and financial stability (see Jung, Gross & Bloom, 1977).

For the regional accreditation agency field test, it Is necessary 'to

modify the'IRF for degree-granting institutions into a self-administered,

self-scorable questionnaire suitable for accreditation self-sigdy applications.°

The topics included-on the modified instrument, called an,Institutional Self-

Study Form (1SSF), are listed in Table 2. Based on.an adjustment of the field

test data, AIR staff generated the'"normel for the ISSF displayed in Table 3.

4
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'. Table 1
'.

Institution Scores tarAcCupationdi Institutions
..._ I., .. . SA4
:;1! 37

4

ICASF Ieldlest
41

PnstitUtion Store Rank

)

1
90 l

140 2
150 3

170 4.5
180, 6

200 7.5
M 200 7.5

210 . 9
230 10
270 11

i 280 12-

'290 13.5
290 13.5
300 . 15
320 16 ')

340 17.5- _
11,

340
350

\,..1.
. '1179.5

370 4 20.5
370 20.5
380 -22

400
400

23.5
23.5

4

430 25

in.i.,:.

1

School Number

11

23

1

20
12

13
17

14

,22
21

34
30.
31

32
25 7
10 7

37
15

19

5

33
35
2

4
Institution Scores for Degree-Granting Institutions

in 37 Institutio54LAS Field Test

linstftutiOn Score.School Number

3

26
28 ''

'29

16 f

6
...

18
4
7

36 .'

24 . .1)

,27
.

Ranks

.110
110
120
150
1g0'

. 170.

180- ,,

, 210
220
220
230
300

..:

ti /
._.

"

1:5
1:5
3-
4

5

6

7.
8
9.5
9.5

11

12

4
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Table 2

Typesof4teiltialty &sive Institutional

Conditions alp Practices (ISSF Topics).

1. Milleading recruiting and lax admissi n policies and practices.

2. LAO of necessarj disclosure in wri ten documents \

3. M'tsrepresentatik and misuse of appr ed and accredited status.

4. Inequttible tnitionoiAd fee refund policies and failure to make
timely refunds:.

5. Lack of adequate procedures to eniure qualified and stable
instructional staff.

6. Inadequate recordkdfiping practices.

, 7. Failure to maintain -N-to-date and relevant instructional programs,
especially in-occuRat onal/Ryofessional preparation 'programs.

8. Lack of adequate job placement services (ifpromised), and"ack of
4. follow-up of former students.

.9. Financial instability.

(

4

Table 3
.

Maximum Possible ISSF Scores'and S9re Ranges

. Expectei from Cross Section-of Inititutions

Topic Weighted Items

.1

2

3

4

:8.

9;

18 y

\38

6

.": 11

,- 13

8

8

14

7
A.

Institution 123.

Maximum Score Expected' ange

. 1,560 -J100-400

780 50-250

.1 1,330 9-500 a

1,125
.

106=460

)d ,075 100-500

1,125. 125-500 . .

2,140
or

250-750`

1;140 100-500

1,250 0-400

1,140 , 100-300
1

--m._
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FIELD TEST PROCEDURES

Organizattonal Meeting,

The accreditation field-test of the student Con5hr protection question-

naire began officially On 1 July 1977. On 27 July.an organizational meeting

was held which brought, together at the AIR Palo Alto office the following

indyiduals: Dr. William MacLeod and Dr. Daniel Maloney from the New England

Association of Schools and Colleges; Dr. Thurston Manning and Dr. Charles Cook

from the North Central Association of Schooli and Colleges; Dr. William Langsdorf

limn the Western\Association of Schools and' Colleges (senior commission);

Dr. Salvatore Cor6110 and. Dr. William Green from OPBE; Dr. Larry Friedrich

from 0EAE; and Dr. Steven Jung, Mr. Charles Dayton, and Mrs. Carolyn Helliwel.l

from AIR.
,

The-meeting agenda covered eight topici:

Project schedule

Role of usoE, AIR, and accreditation agencies in the project

Expected outcomes .of the study

Revision of the Institutional \Report Form (IRF) to an Institutional
. ; Self-Study Form (ISSF)

\ .

Development of an accreditation agency...User Guide for the ISSF

Selectfbn of field test schools

Purposes of on-site briefings by AIR staff members prior to evaluation
team site visits .1

Coordination of-fleld test with DEAE use of the IRF

A number of decisions resulted from discussion on these topics, including:

1. The field test. ould focus priMarify,on degree-granting instituti
although me or two nondegree-granting institutions might be inclu

2. The field test would be, limited to the three regional associatiqns
of schools and colleges, although the desirability of incldding pro-
prietary schoplstapd other specialized institutional accreditation
agenAles in,pe future was generally agreed upon.

3. Each institution included in the' field test might employ the Insti-.

'tutional,Self-Study Form (ISSF) somdhat differently. This was
considered desirable. AIR would supply adequate copies (up to 25).
to each institution for use as desired by institutional staff. One
"official" version of the ISSF should be completed and made available
to the evaluation team and AIR from each field test institution.

4. AIR staff would not accompany accreditation site visits teams on their
aual evaluations of the field test schools.

I



5. The ISSF focus on traditional, undergraduate, on-campbs programs
was recognized.and discussed. While no action was recommended, it
was agreed that it would be desirable at some future'point address
more directly nontraditional, off-campus, and graduate prop ams.

S. 6. It was agreed that the preliminary ISSF would be revised in a
variety of ways. The guiding principles were to make It, as easy
to use and inoffensive as possible, and to allow school staff to
score the form more easily.

It was agreed that a Usitir Guide would be'developed to accriany
the form. The purpose of the guide would be to explain t .back-
ground of the field test, detati categoriei of potential abuse,'
explain the structure of the ISSF, suggest possible uses of\the form
in the accreditation process, indicate where data requested on the
form could be found, explain how to interpret topic and overall
scores, and provide categories and examples of exemplary policies
and practices.

In addition tothese decisions, selection of field test schools was begun,

and a project schedule and task list were initiated.

Sample Selection

In the month following this meeting, the ISSF* was revised'and the User

Guide*. was prepared In accordance with the rec2mmendations of.the conference

participants. In addition, selection of field test sites was completed.

Selected schools were chosen to include a cross section in regard to owner-

sVO status, size, degrees granted, urban/rural location, and general "character."
40,

The nine institutions chosen, and their type, are displayed in Figure j.

Schedule

Mot of the sampled schools were scheduled to receive a'visit from an

accreditat n evaluation team in the spring of 1978. -Thus it was decided

that a project representative would visit each campus in the fall, in the

company of an accreditation agency representative, to deliver the ISSFs and

User Guides, explain the purposes and procedures of the field test, and answer'-

any questions posed by institution representatives. The institutions would

then have until the spring to complete the forms and attach an official completed

ocopy to their self- study. At-the time of the evaluation team's spring visit,

an AIR project representative would again travel 'to each of tte campuses to

meet with the ram, explain the field test, and answer any questions team

members might eve about it. Both college representatives involved in completwOlig

*These are contained as Appendices Aland 8 to this. report.

410 4
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Figure 1

Field Test Schools

Region School

Northeastern University
Boston, Massachusetts

Nathaniel Hawthorne College
Antrim, New Hampshire

Type

Private, graduate degree-
gran ti ng mn versi ty

Private, B.A. degree -
granting col lege

NewbuiyJunior College.
Boston, Massachusetts

Private, A.A. degree-
granting junior college

%MP Univers4ty of ItAia
Iowa City, Iowa

Northwood Institute
Midland, Michigan

Pubilic, graduate degree-
grtnting university

Pri7tte, ILA. degree-
ranting college

Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland, Ohio

Public, A.A. degree-
granting junior college

University of California, Rivettstde
Riverside, ,California

Stanislaus State College
Stanislaus, California

Art Center, 'College of Design
Pasadena, California

Public, graduate degree-
granting university

Public, B.A. degree-
granttng college

Private, B.A. and M.A.
degree-granting college

the form and evaluation team members would then be interviewed by telephone,

following the spring visit, to gather reactions.

Orientation Visits .

The orientation .visits were made during the months of September and October,

1978. Institotionrepresentatives were encouraged to incltide faculty and

'students in their survey along with administrators knowledgegble on each of

the nine topics included in the form. Twenty-fiye copies of the ISSF were

provided each ,school for this purpose, along with five copies of the User

Guide. Officials of each school were asked to use as many forms as they

thought advisable,.but to definitely collapse the results into one-"Official"

completed copy to be attached to their self-study and.submitted for evalua-

titre team review. The procedures actually followed by the institutions area"

detailed in the Results section of this report.

11
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EvaluatiOn Team Visits ,

Two of the selected institutions actually had evaluation team visits in the

fall, one in October and one in November; six had the visits in the sllring4

one in February, one in March. two in April;,and two in May; and one institution

had the visit postponed to the fall of 1978, for reasons unrelated to the

project. At each institution an AIR staff member met with the evaluation

team on the day prior to.the beginning of its visit, to explain the field

test, answer questiqns, and 9rrange for followup telephone interviews. The

teams varied somewhat in eir receptitdtAto the field test and the use

madi of the information presented. Again, a. description of this response

to the field test will e includedlin the Results section.

Followup Interviews .

Following each evaluation team visit, both collecfe representatives

involved in completing the ISSF and evaluation team members were contacted

by telephone, to gather reactions and feedback. An interview guide was

developed to structure these interviews andassure comparability of inforMation.

It focused the interviews on how the ISSF was used, whether it increased

awareness of student consumer protection issues, whether it helped to ideptify.

problems at the institutions, how it might be improved, and whether it should

be used generally in the accreditation process. Outcomes of these interviews

are contained in the Results section.

Problems
.

Problems occurred whiCh interfered with the completion Of the field

tests at two of the institutions.. At one school,.as already indicated, the

........ve4aluation team visit was postponed until the fall of 1978, eliminating any

feedback from evaluation team members. This in9itution did complete the 4

ISSF and will use it in the fall review. At another school, an official

copy of the ISSF` was.never prepared and submitted to the evaluation team.

Thui no feedback was gathered from this tite: An alternative school was

selected in this instance, and although it teceived the'formi too late for

a fully satisfactory involvement, Staff did makes" attempt to use the forms.

LesSer)moblems involved the varying: seriousness with which institutions

and evaluation_ teams regarded the field test. Theie varying reactions, however,

constitute one part of the study's results.-
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Participation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION_---,.

. .

ThellirOt outcome measure of interest"in this study is the reaction of

institution4nd evaluation team representatives to the field teit,as measured

by ,their degree of responsiveness to it and the effort they put forth. Just

.how much did each of these groups do related to the field test?.

Institutionswere given good deal of latitude in terms of their level

of participation. -Their minimal requirements'for participation consisted of

completing some number of forms (each was provided 25 copies), submitting one

official copy with their self study, and allowing project personnel to contact

them by telephone to gather their reactions following the evaluation visit.

Institution reactions 'varied. in a number of ways.

Onevariation was the groups (administrators, faculty, students) from

-41ch an.'finstitution sought ISSF information. Institutions were encouraged

to involve faculty and sjudents in this process, as well as administrators.

Three of the institution's relied almost exclusively on administraior's to

complete the forms. In each suCh case, administrators most expert in each

topic .area were asked to com that part of' the form, and theresults

were then collapsed into o e Ofi ial version. Six schools attempted to

involve faculty and students On .ome basis. Typically, three to six indi-

viduals in each category were asked to completethe form, and their responses

were considered in.preparing the official-version of the form. Faculty and

students generally had limited knowledgef the topics and items on the form;-

thus administrators most knowledgeable on, each topic were generally relied

on most strongly for information, at all :institutions.

A second variable of interest' wasAhow itudents would be chosen for

'participation, if they were involved at all. Those who actually contributed

were not generally selected by a random procedure; rather, older students

more apt to be knowledgeable about the college.'were usually involved. College

stuff were very open about discussing this selectiOn procedure, and the

'generally fragmentary knowledge even oldersiudents had supports the wisdom

of not tnvolving randomly selected students.

%,A-thirld,140ition Was-the.size and quAlity of any reports .institutions

cud:' T;epare to-accompany the completed ISSF. It was suggested to schools
4 ,

thavt ey offer some evidence of having digeipd what they found from the
,_

f6rm,



and indicate their reactions to any problems. Uncovered. Two of th; schools'

xepakredlatrly extensive reports- to accompany their.officietopy of. the.
11 completed form one prepared -a one4age overview of the results; five preparecU

just the official copy .of the 'ISSF; one as indicated; prepared nothing and

dropped out of the field test; and"bne,-whose visit will take place in-the fall,

. may prepare an accompanying report.,

A fourth question was whether institutions would make the ISSF anditS

results an integral part of, their self study and whethet they would make. the

results available to evaluation teams. Three schoOls provided the-official

ISSF as a direct attachment6- their self study, naking it available ihadvance

to eValuation team memberi, aid one sent'it to evaluation team members in

advance of,their visit, but-not attached to the self study; tviolof these

schools were the ones that included reports along with their-offidial copy

of the ISSF. Three schools' did not attach the completed ISSF to their self

study, but made copies available to evaluatioh team members on their arrival

0 the institution; this allowed no, time for advance review. The'reasons for

this failure. to adhere to the field test requirement were difficult to ascer-

tain; it was probably a mixture of passive resistance and' bureautratit ineffi-

ciency. One school, a backup institution choseh to replace the school that

dropped-out, simply did not have time tocompleti the'ISSF in advance of the

evaluation team's visit. . And 6ne schools visit was pottponed until the

These four measures provide an overvieW:ofhow-teriously sChoorofficiais

took their participation in the field test, and t it re4ction as gauged b9

the effort they put-forth.. .How did.evaluation to ms resPond? ./

As with- the institutions, evaluation teams were given. a gooddeal/of
/'

lititude in their use Of'the ISSF results: ...They choose to.explOre the

resultSjn depth on their visits, only.tlightlyi or nAt at-All. The onegti-

pulatiOn made in advance was that no school would be denied readcreditation.

based on its ISSF store. .

, /
6:1

As"discussed abm;e, only four of the evaluation teams-receil" copies

of the completed forms in advancesoftheir visit. In those instances'where

copies not available -in advance, it was diffitult for team members to take

the time review.the information in depth on site, and limited use was m

of the results,. Generally one or two team members, explorihg areas not cloiely

related to the topics on the form,mould ask a few qUestions where possible
.

problems had been uncovered through other inquiries. The four teams that



Amdif receive a pleted ISSF in advance of 'their visit:generally.made a

Q

omewhat more t ough,attempt'to followup possible problems uncovered

he form,. and in,seVeral instances a diictiption of such' problems was included

ered by

in the team's repordt,,,c,Ir no instance was the topic of student consumer prO
Nr- 4 .. . ,

tecti on. a central: topic of the'. Oval uati on team' s attention, howeVer./ ..

13SF Scores and Reports

i second measure of the field test's results -is the scores achieved by

the participating institutions, and the reports they produced to accomRany

the completed ISSF. These scores are contained in ,Column,A in Table:4. To

provide beripective, they are presented alongside scores achieved by a group

of institutions which participated in an earlier -IRF field test which involved .

self-administered forms, but not self-scoring (Column B). They are also

_compared to a field test in which IRF scores were sed on neither self-admini-

stered nor self-Scored forms, but external ratings of the institutions

(Column C).

Table 4

ISSF Scores, Cbmpared with Earlier IRF Field Tests'

Column A Column B x Column C.

Externally Administered
and Scored Results

Self-Administered and
Self-Scored Results

Self-Administered,
External ly ,Scored Results

N 9
,

9

Range: 100 - 241 69 - 233 .

Mean: 181 ,. 143

i2

106- 309

187

The data-in Table$ suggest that institutions were quite 'hbnest in their

responses on the form.., The mean score institutions assigne.d themselves was very'
,

near' to those assign' a similar'cross section of Institutions by external raters

.in an earlier field t t, and was higher than thoSe achieved by institutions

Who sel f-adminis ter.A the form yi thout knowing the Weightings of the vari ous..

responses to-the items. Keep in mind here that the higher a score,the greater

the potential for Student consumer abuse. The honesty suggested by this comL

parison was kjinerally reinforced in the iolloWup interviews with evaluation

'team members who cautioned that there was a possibility for misrepre-

senting an institution's status with the self-scoring approach, but that they

were impressed at how completely honest the, school they visited had been,

11
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,eyen when it'put the school in A bid light. There As, of course, the passi-

bility that institutions were more careful and honest in:their responses,

knowing:an acc ditation evaluation- team would be, able-to check on what they

claimed. Witho t such a backup-of some variety, honesty in responses might
,

.

"'he'0 proBlem. he spirit with*.Which mo school officials took on the- task of

completing the ISSF argues against thIsg". They f6-Ided,to view,the'e-xercise as

puseful way'to gain perspective on theTselves and, gauge themselvet-against an

eXternal'Measur4t But the use of some, sort of auditing sistem with self-'

adminiitered and self-scov:ed ISSFemay be desirable, or even necessary:.

At, mentioned earlier, it was, suggested to institution -staff that once they .

had collected the information asked for in the ISSF, they should-show some

evidence of having processed this and indicate how they intended to deal with

any problems onCoveted. Two institutions did 'this, in bOth cases rather

admirably.* A third which had its evaluation team visit pOstponed until

the fall, may ,One school prepared-a one-page overview of its findings.*

Five schools.prepared only the completed official version of the,ISSF,and one

prepared nothihg and dropped out of the field test. Officials at several of

the schools, however, felt that the field test uncovered weaknesses that

required action. Followup interviews at seven of the nine institutions which

participated suggested that at least one specific problem.Was uncovered that

will require a respOnse, and while the responses had not Yet been clearly

defined at all sites,, they had been at several, and were being worked on at

the ofhers. .In most cases the problems so identified were neither widespread

nOr severe. They generally involved fhe information provided students on

various'oblicies and practices. More detail will be provided on this point

in the section to follow, which talljes results from the followup interviews.

Followup Interview Results

A central source of feedback on the field test's results was, the followup

telephone interviews conducted with institution and evaluation team repre-

sentativeVnvolved at the nine states.: These lasted an average of 10 to 15

minutes each, and were structured around a series of six questions:

How was the ISSF used by the school/evaluation team?

Whether/how, was-awareness of student consumer protection issues
increased? , .

*These reports are contained. in Appendices, D, and E.

N
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Whether/what specific problems were idebtified at the field test
.ichools? .

t' :

i

-Nt

Whet action was.defioed to solve any such problems?! ,

Reactions to theASSF. and field test procedures and suggestions fOr
. improvements? 2 .%

t
. v

'41 Ihether the ISSF Ibuld beta useful addition to the/ accreditation ;

process generally?. :
.

, Each tnstitUtion'appointeiOnt administratbrin-charge of the field
.

t0t-ii- These individuals weresinterviewed, therfesked.f0t:suggeitionS of
. . .. 1 . . ,

ofhers who were invOlvediinfilling out the forms 'andtlet hadreactionstoit.
, .

Likewiie,-.each-evaluationteaM cheirperso4-was-intervi ed and Was,.aSkeefor

suggestions. of others., on the team who, were involved wi h the-form and:that,had

reactions. 'TYPically:,6
..

total,ofjour to six personpersons wereiUterviewed per .,
/

site betWeen the. two categories.

Tall n the interview uestio s. The first fllowup interviewquestion

dealt wt what use was made of the ISSF by the school'andevalUitioh team.

Thi ter wasdiscustedHin:theprevious section. ji .

Th = econd" uestiOn involved whether the ISSF increased awareness of

student consumer protection issues 'on, the part of hose who filled, it out.

Responses to this.questlon were divided into four ategories: yes; qualified

yet; qualified no; and no,'-The middle two,categorles were necessary to

accommodate the many respondentswho said, "Yes, .tut..."or "Sort of..." or

insome otherwaydid not expressA clear-yes/no response to the. question.

ReOltt among the.twogrou0s linstitUtiOn representatives and evaluation team

members), :were- follows: .,\

Increased AWarenest

Qualifted Qualified
'Yet. Yes / /-No.,:!.

institution
..Representatives 10 7 3

Evaluation Team II..

Members ' .0 , 6 I 7 3

In all cases respondehts,who:antwered "yes' could provide, ex4mples.of ways in

vwhich awOrehesS:wai increased;'some.,of the 11qualffied yes" respondents could
, ,

proVide such examples, and some could'only-offer a general sense that people

were More-fodused.on the issue:.
,
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The th rd uestion to the.interViiii dealt with whether actual,
id

ti-

fiable p Olen related to the ISSF were identified in the :field test.

Reipons s were categorized,i4 the same manner as the second question, with

the 10 louring results:

Problems Identified'

. Qualifed- Qualified
Yes * Yes No° No

Institution
Representatives . .7 :ii. , 8 , 2

,

. s. Evaluiiton Team -* , ,

k.

Members . ,
.- -5 '' 1'i 8 8

Again, all individuals responding with a clear yes could give examples,. an

average of 1.9 per person. Those answering "qualified yes" were split;

three provided exampIes,stwo.did not,-with .the average-number offered being 10.

Whaithe institution's response Would be to identified problems Waithe

fourth intervieWsouestiPA, and defintifbni tended, to depend largely on the

nature of the problems. In all cases a feeling was expressed that there .

would lie some institutional response; in some cases this retpdnd 40 alrealy ,,

been defined; in other cases it had not.

Some of the issues that stood out-as needing attentiolilt one or, more

institutions included providing more explicit information inn the college

catalog, conducting fuller or more systematic student evaluations of faculty,

eliminating deceptive or potentially,misleading advertising ob recruitment

practices, and improving followup of graduates, especially in terms of,employ-

ment in fields for which theyhad pApared. The overriding theme was the ,need

for better communication between the institution and its students.

The f ifth question, asked for feedback on the ISSF and field test pro-

cedures. Many positive and negative comments were received. Respondents

Were particularly probed for suggestions for improvements. Comments mere

classified into three categories: (1) positive, (4)negative or questioning,

and (3) recommendations for improvement. Comments were as follows:
1.

Comments

,Institution

Positive Negative /Questtoning Recommendations

Representatives 16 24 10

Eyalliation TeaM
Members 11 29 15

It shOuldte noted that while there were many negatiVe comments andinuch questioning., this

is essenttallywhat was being requested in this item. Detailt of the comments made in

each of these categories will be presented in a section to follow,

,I8
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.TheL sixth que5gon asked was whether the.ISSF would 4e a useful addition
4

to the accreditation process at other sdhools-(lie., generally). Results on
.

this question:
f

ISSF Uieful Addition

- Qualified Qualified
Yes Yes No

Institution
Representatives

12.
-

EValda5iOn Team 1

'Members i

16-

Qualifications here often related to criticisms or suggestions made `on item

five.. Respondents felt that,if -such and such. a change were made, or if the

form were oniy,used,with a given type of school, it would be useful. This

was particularly true of evaluation team members.

a

5

.15

Positive comments. Many positive comments were made abdui the form and

field tesf t in the telephone interviews. These tended to cluster around three

themes:
I

e The form was well structured.

The field
consumer p

The topic

Many of the

Virtually no ono

st defined and focused attention on the topic of "student
tection,

.

i 'a relevant and timely one,oquiring attention.

ople interviewed offered compliments about -the ISSF.

ought it was too long. Positive comments were Made about

the yes/no format clarity, simplicity, thoroughness, efficiency, and self-

scoring of,the i trument. Two individuals commented that It was easier to

use and less pal ful than they had expected. In general, the design and

quality of the i strument itself seemed to be well received.

Many inter iewees felt that the form and field test served a useful

. function in foc sing\ attention on the issue of student consumer protection,

and lending it

ness raising,

at, and illumi

The form was a

institutions,

While th

pro tealon was

strength of

eeded clarification. This was expressed many ways -- conscious-

cusing 9R grey areas, pinpointing what a committee should look

ating an issue that is no one's "natural business" at a college.

so seen as a useful 'checklist and sedif-evaluation aid for

part from \the accreditation process.

feeling about the importance of the problem of student consumer

ixed, a number of interviewees commented an this importance as a

e field test. With increasing competition for students, and

15 .19
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:'.with the underrepresentatton of the student, viewpoint typical of the accredi-
tation process, 'the, fOrm was seen as relevant and timely:

Negative comments. Included fri this category are niit'konly criticisms
of the form and/or field test, but also questions about it. In some instancet-
inteviewees raised questions' without haying "defishitely conclu'ded there was s'

a problem. Some of these convents also apply to difficulties:peculiar to
this field ;test as opposed to theieneral i;ellevance of the issue and useful:-
ness of the form, for higher edutation.' Negative comments fell into five
basic categories; including.; ..S.

the ISSF weighting and scoring-System
questions of validity associated with
number of items per toPic, sOurCet of
of responses

ft. logistical difficulties
importance of the Problern
problems with the ISSF itself

These will be discussed individually..-fr

a

sampling of respondents,
intormation, and honesty

The first issue relates to the weighting and scoring system of the ISSF
Some-interviewees, found this confusing, either in computing the score Or its
resultalt meaning; some questioned the values assigned to certain responses,
and felt value' judgments 'were beinvade that,were not universally accepted
in higher education; and some,disliked the idea of using scores at all,
feeling they implied prescriptive, specific guidelines in what should be a

qualitative rather than a quantitative process.
The'second issue relates to the question of the validity of the results.

Some felt too few individuals were included to allow meaningful conclusions,
and that those administrators and faculty who responded could well have been
hand-picked; some felt students, In particular, should have been selected by
random procedure, and that few negative viewpoints were probably included fn

*completed ISSFs; some felt there were too few itemssin certain of the topics
to give them any real validity as measures of the topics in question. Two

factors complicated this issue further. The first was that few faculty mem-
bers porstudents were found who knew most of the information asked for on the
form; thus the official-completed ISSFs came largely from administrators
whose responsibilities lay, closest to the topics in question. The second
was. the issue. of 'honesty; a few interviewees felt there was no way to assure
objective responses when the "cotrect",answer was obvious. It may be hote-

.
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worthy that evaluation team members 41o.comnIented oh this felt responses at
the School they visited had been yery honest; the problem was seen as a poten-
dal one, not.a realized one.

'7 The -third issue identifid by respondents concerns logisti.cal problems
associated with the field test. Thes included institution representatives,
ie some cases, not receiving the form in ;advance of their preparation of the
self- study, making tricorporation of the IF findings diffictult;evaluation
team members., in some cases, -not receiving the completed ISSF.tn advance of
their visit, making use of the ISSF inforTation difficult; and .difftculV in
team members' using the informat ion from the ISSF quickly and efficiently,"
through, lack' of orientation-to he,,fdrma's content ansi strUcturee'`: Complicat-
ing -this logistical problem was the fact that accreditation visits are' very
busy, pressured everliS, in the first place and, in some cases, team members
already felt overwhelmedwith, the normal. accreditation guidefines and expec-
tations. Where the chief concerns about an institut-,W did not rejate closely
to the issues surveyed on the ISSF, the extra task oi including the. field 'test
in the team's review became especially difficult.

The fourth issue relates to the question of whether student consul,
protection is 'a serious enough problem to demand the attention.that the field
tart required., This was questioned in various ways: some respondents felt

her education was already aware of the iSSUE4 some felt that higher .,51
education was already so overwhelmed with requests for information that any
additiOnal requests shoiild be very higniin priori try, and weren't sure this
issue qualified; some felt that while a few schools might require attentiCn.
in this regard, most would not. New, private; proprietary,. and vocational .

`schools were seen as likelier candidates than established, public, non -profit,

and degree-granting schools; one individual felt that the', form would "fan the
flames" of an issue that is not now important to most students, but might be
made so. 0

The fifth issue relates to problems associated with the ISSF itself. A

few interviewees experienced diffidulty in interpreting certain questions;
some, pointed out that on a large campus with many schools and programs, it
was difficult to give one answer that would be correct in all cases; some
disliked the yes/no format, feeling it oversimplified complex situatiOns; and
some felt that the form had a negative tone, implying improper behavior and--
putting people on the defensive.

C



Pa icipant i'ecommendations.,,Along with the4 positi4e and-heiative

impressions of the-field test, `inters were asked for tAein suggestions
. .

.and recommendations for improvementt. T4dse tended to foylovt,,the patterns

of their negative Comments,repre'sentingseutiOns to the problems they

identified. Four basic categories of suggestiini were received:

preparing evaluation team members more fully

improving the sampling procedures

integrating the ISSFinto the accreditationfgeldelines

'adapting the ISSF in2srious ways.

7.,Some,eviluation'tiarpliTbers felt that had thdy understood therISSF more

fully, and had it earliler to restudy, they could have made fuller use of the

information it proyided in their visits. Specific suggestions included pro-'

vtding a kit to eiilatwedministration of the form, keeping a field test

representative on the campus during the team visit, emphasizing the impor-

tance.of the field test to the team chairperson, riding more information

on the meaning of scores antintent behind each topic, and having thecteam

members meet and dIsCuss their use of the form in adVance of tHeif visit,
.

Some interviewees suggested improvements in lie sampling procedures and

in the field test. These ranged from selecting only institutions apt to have

student consumer protection problems, to including a larger, more representa-

tive student sample, providing a description of exactly who filled out the

form, sampling graduates; rather than current students, and sampling employers.

Some interviewees suggested. that the ISSF would ffave received fuller

attention had it been viewed as an integral part ofthe accreditatiO'n self=

study, rather than a separate field test whose connection was not entirely

clear. Specific thoughts in this regard included making it part of the self-

study outline, including questions related to the issue of student consumer

protectjon in the self-study outline in place of the separate form, or simply

subsuming it as a legitimate requirement for reaccreditation.

Several suggestions were offered in the way of future adaptations of the

ISSF or the procedures used'in this fi d test. One thread of thinking was to

provide various versions of the fo r various types of schools; another was

to provide various versions of it for administrators, faculty, and students,

asking each only what they would be apt toknow; a third was to include ver-

sions designed for off-campus/nontraditional programs, where it was felt stu-

dent consumer problems are more likely to occur; a fourth was to distinguish

whether facts or perceptions were being provided when it was filled out

18 22
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. Suggested changes ih scor -ihcluded having AIR cle4pe scortag; us'ing'a
separate answer seet for- comp te scoring; providing better norms. to
indicate whit scores mean; and eiiminating scores for items on which
there iS not wideipread agreemen.t. Etnilly,,,some interviewees tiiggested: ,

use of the farm as a quiCk diagnos2 tic tool ;the desirabili-ty-of))ro-;
, , T---viding institutions a list of roa practices;- the need to oftiikr recoo- /

mpnded`actions where problems are uncovered; and the need to .ail low ade-.
quatetime for institutions to make ghanges...

Accreditation Agency Feedback 1,

,-- ..
'In addition to the followup interviews with instftutioi and (evaluation

.team'representatives, conferJnce calls were held with staff of the three:
accreditation associations.to discuss field test results and ippressions the

"\staff had formed. The results of theme conversations are briefly summarized
in this section.

Representatives from the Western Association of Schools and Callegat'
4 .

Senior.Commission felt that the ISSF would be a 'great service "to a particu-
lar

.

glass of institutions," namely proprietary and two-year schools, as -

,opposed to four-year and graduate schools. These, rePresentatives felt off-
dampus programs needed the most attention, and recommended thit the ISSF be
adapted for use with such programs. It was also pointed out that a number
of changes were being made iln the WASC accreditation handbook and self-study
guide which would give more precise definition on Several of. the .topicsr

nained in the ISSF.
CF

Representatives of the New EnglandAssociation of Schools and Colleges
noted a generally positive reaction' TO the field test; but with little feed-
,
back from participating institutions. One institution had fold some note-
worthy communication problems from' use of the form; another, not a field test
site, had found the form very useful self-evaluation. A generafeeling
was expressed that the language of the form needed to h-dve'a more positive
tone.

Representatives of the North Central Association of Schools and Colleges
expressed a general satisfaction with their participation in the field test,
while noting that evaluation teams in that region varied in the extensiveness
of their use of the ISSF findings. The need for an auditing process in fut4Ire
use of the form was discussed; the suggestion .was made that a few key items
frjam the ISSF would suffice for auditing and could make the process of

119
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reviewing institutional responses easier for evaluation teams. It was-noted

that institution staff generally responded more positive to the field fist

than did members of the evaluation teams, and 006 suggest n was made that

the ISSF, or an abbreviated version of it, might be a useful self-check

mechanism f9r instAtutio6 apart from accreditation visits.

All three agencies'Pagreed to act as disseminatibl points for the ISSF

for any future use WhiCh schools in the regions might deiire. AIR will supply

extra copies of the form to e#ch agency for this purpose.

20
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOPPIENDATIOiS

In geneilir, the' field' test results indiiate th t the ISSF can be a

valuableadditivn it). the adtreditation processwf using attention of insti-

.tutional stiff and sii,v4sit teams on ap impor nt'arei that too often

tends to be taken for granted in regional accre tation, It Seems likely

thatthe'formmight also havi considerable pewit for use by specialized

accreditation a Cies that accredit primari prietary schools, even

though these geincies currently pay considerably more attention' to student

consumer pro ction issues.1 The. utility stems mainly from the ISSF's uniqUe

capability require:review of specific institOtional-policies, practic!is,

and con Mons. and'then quantify the-abuse potential existing therein, .

Although a small percentage of institutional staff and accreditation site

visitors questioned this-orientation as presuming,guilt where there may have

been none, most participants in the field test accepted the' fact that no

4
institution is perfect, no matter how good its intentions, and:there is

always room for improvement:

This almost,SniversallOirit of coopei-ation and honest desire for°

improvement in the studirit consumer protection area is one of the most

encouraging findings of the field test. Cynics such as Harold (Mans and

his collaborators (1974) have contended that any attempt to "plant consumer

protection in the accreditation process is as promising as a crop of Arctic

coconuts." This obviously false assertion has unfortunateli appeared as

accepted fact in such influential DHEW reports as the Recommendations for

Improved Management of Federal Student Aid Progrims (Student FinanCial

Assistance Study Group, 1977). The results of- the present field test, if

properly followed up, should help lay it to rest. The remainder of this

section will concentrate on what might constitute proper follow up.
4

1
For.example, the "ethical practices" standards of proprietary school accredi-
tation agencies such as the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
(NATTS), the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS), and the
National Home Study Council (NHSC) all contain over 10 pages of prohibitions
and requirements on such topics as advertising, recruiting, and disclosure.
In contrast, the ethical practice standards of regional accreditation agencies
rarely exceed one page.:
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Development of Alternative Forms

Field test participants recommended at least three alterations of the
basit IStF'. One .alteration would involve addition of a separate form for so -..

called..!tnontraditional" programs, presumablY those that utilize' off-carhpust.
, 'LAS truction, individualized teaching methods, academic credit for life experi-
ence, and so forth. Although such programs are certainly perceived as a
problem to accreditation agencies, there is little evidence that the perce
problem is related to pbtentially abusive institutional, conditions, policies,
and practices as measured by. the ISSF. Rather, the problem seems to involve
concern for quality and appropriaienese of the educational program that is
offered, relative to more traditional academic standards. While this concern,
if carried to it# extreme, could represent a consumer 'Protection issue, the
ISSF is clearly not. designed to quantify judgments of educational program,
quality, per se. Until such time as there is evidence to the contrary, it
appears likely that the topics.on the current ,ISSF.are as applicable to non-
traditional as to traditional programs. Therefore, no need is seen for an
alternative fdrm of, this nature.

A secorvt alteri ion,would involve creation of a separate form for stu-
dent, and faculty, his form would be designed to solicit perceptions aboutr ,

the consumer protect n policies, practices, and conditions at an institution,
rather than factual in ation. Data from this form could help administrators
obtain an estimate of areas where student and faculty perceptions differ from
fact, with the purpose of doing a better job of information dissemination.
-While this is clearly a.good thing to do, it it probably not a high priority
for either accreditation agencies or USOE. Should individual investigators
decide to follow up on it, they,,weardzdo7tell to investigate the AIR Enrolled.
Student Questionnaire, -developed in the etollier phases of this-'contract and
contained in Jung, et al. (1977).

A final alteration would involVe the selection of a few highly discriMi-
nating ISSF items to use either as.a short screening device by institutions
and accreditation agencies or as a brief ISSF verification tool bhevaluation
teams. AIR staff have already carried out some preliminary investigations
which suggest the feasibility of an abbreviated form. Its actual development
and validation should represent a high priority for both USOE and individual
accf.edi ta ti on agencies .



Application in Different Circumstances
Some participants in the field test:observed that the ISSF would be.more

apprO7iately used with proprietary schOols and vocational-technical institu-
tions than with the degree-granting institutions that participated in this

___field test; There is no doubt some merit to this observation, especially in
that AIR's previous. studies (e.g., 'ling, et af., 1977) have shown that the
abuse potential in proprietary and occupationally oriented schools is higher'

'than in public, non-profit,,and academically oriented institutions. A closer
look at these results, however, shows that there was some abuse potential in
every institution visited, regardless of its type. A more reasonable conclu-
sion seems to be that the current ISSF is-appropriate forapplicati-on at an
type. of institution, although this study did not test its utility to 'special-
ized accreditation agencies that accredit mainly proprietary schools (e.g.,
NATTS, AICS). The applicability to these agencies would of course depend on
their willingness, to utilize the form; this willingness should be determined
by USOE'as soon as possible.

The most troublesome aspect of \the ISSF system revealed in the field
test was clearly, the difficulty experienced by site evaluatiOn teams in
verifying the "official" ISSF. It may very well .be true that verification
of "one more thing" on top of an already highly compressed:site visit schedule
may be ;counterproductive. MoiPeover, there is reason to believe that the major
value of the ISSF in. suggesting dirges in institutional policies,, practices,

. and conditions occursduring the self- study process. The involvement of the
'evaluation team may be superfluous in many cases. On the other hand; relative'
to the other self -study areas often validated by visiting teams, it would'seem -
that studen.11 t consumer protection is equally or eves more important., Accredi-
tation agencies should thus consider the addition of the ISSF as a part of
their formal site visit checklist, with either the add4tion of more site
visitors or more time for the site visit to concentrate on validating at
least a small, selected portion of the ISSF.

Technical Additions to the System
The. ISSF and its current Userikuide (Appendices A and B) could clearly

benefit from the addition of more ntensive normative data to help answer the
question, "What does a score of this maanitude mean?" The skimpy existing
norms are derived from the 37-institution IRF field test conducted in 1976;
unfokunately, These are the only normative data available. USOE and any
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actreditation agencies considering wider use of. the ISSF in a formal sense
should,preface this use_,with the collection of normative data on at ,least
30einstreations,, using the widest possible range Of institutions, including
(1) some known to Se in financial difficulty because of declining 'enrollments;
(2) some which, use. so-cal leid.Nontraditional," educedj al program; (3) some
of proprietary ownership, aS well as public and privy , nonprofit; and--
(4). some from states with differing state licensing requirements for private
ins ti tutions.

_

6 addition, the.User Guide could benefit from the addition of (1) a
fuller explanation of'the Var ous IISSF ,topics and the intent behind each;
(2) a fuller eXplanations of e item. weighting and scoring system, including

*derivation of the Weights; nd (3) a fuller statement of the positivestatement
onditions whichfrepresent the i al' toward which all institutions should,
ork. . tr.-

Dissemination
As with all contractor-produced educational products; dissemination of

the ISSF and its User Guide may prove tod'oe a major snag to wider utilization.-
This is a.,natural result.of the fact that, with the expiration of federal
funding, the/contractor staff (AIR's in this case)- normally ceases its func-
tioning as an advocate for the use bf :the product (the ISSF system, in this
case). To survive, the contractor staff must move on to other projects thus

'pre-empting serious attempts to, promote dissemination.
It is thui essential that USOE and the accreditation community assume

responsibility for further dissemination and utilization of the ISSF System.
Several specific steps can be taken immediately. USOE should irnmedi-

ately make copies of the 1-SSF and User Guide available to-all interested
agencles , institutions, and individual s This availability should be
announced as widely as possible, including through the popular publications
that concentrate on postsecondary educators, accreditation agency newsletters,
newsletters, of the hiOrereducation associations; and publications bf student-'
oriented organizations. Sec dary distribution might be accomplished through
the ERIC Sys,iem, the Council on ostsecondaryAccreditatidn, and the National
Student Education Fund.

3 Second, copies of this report sho ld be made available to major state
and federal govemmen.policy. makers that exercise various recognition
responsibilities for accreditaticragencies. Agencies willing to utilize the

24
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ISSF on a formal ba4is should receive official encouragement and support,

including, possible suspension of certain regulatoil student consumer protec-

tion require is on fully accredited institutions,- subject of course to

investigations d negative sanctions if evidence of actual, student abuse is

Provided through consumer complaints. It wpuld be espeeially important for.

outside observers of the accreditation process to be disabused,of the untrue

assertion that accreditation agencies are unaware of or unihterested in

student consumer protection concerns,.

Find1,1Y, accreditation,agencY perionhel themselves,should take the

initiative' to disseminate the. ISSF to member institutions and. initiate steps

necessecio make student consumer protection 'an integral and fOrmal Oart,of

the accreditation process.

F
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INSTRUCTIONS

This self-report forM contains nine sections. Each,. se on is introduced.

by a rationale,,explaining:the thinking.behind the quest ons that section.

Some individual. questions alsO have rationales. For each sec on, first 'reacL

the ratfonale,then ProlpecUto score :your'institution'on each of the items by'

checkiegthe apPropriate, box orA;oxes,end.recordinvthe:scoie forthit box

in the column to the righC Following is a sampltitemMlustrating the

correct procedure.

1. Is teaching competenty systematically evaluated at your institution?

Mark one response.

No les

c-
'Weights

1. 3

Some questions call for just one responseandsome,for a.series of responses.

To total your score for' each topic,.add all the scores which have teen,

listed for that topiOnthe column, and record the sum in the spade provided

at the end of the section. Ofrections 'and a form for computing your overall

s ,reare....Provided.on..aLpage.at.the.back.: Themantial AccM0Allettits.jom'

rovides-guidelines: forieteruetingloth your topic scor040.overall insti-!
. .

,tutiOno.ow score.- _
.

. .

J)cdasionantyou nay encounter tams to which, meaningful' .reapOnses are

ALifficOlt. "Not Applicable". options are Utualli,provided inthese cases. It
..., .

isimpOrtant:that'you:atteMpt.to.antwer'every.duetionIf you. cannot .fairly-'

Frespond to one of the Options provided, omit that' item and provide'a brief,
,

reason for the omission in the "Additional ComMents" section at the end of
,..

the 107. Omitted items are' neither weighted nor included in the scoring:



,STIIDENT RECRUITING POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Rationale for this topic: One 'method being used more frequently to increase

enrol/mitts is intensified reciuiting. Unfair recruiting practices may occur

' when lases misleading, or unsubstantiated claims are made, whether or not

this tsintentionat. All institutions whichbuse the mail public media, or

make personal contacts with potential students in attempting to attract

entolleei should be aware that certain specific practices (which are in fact

illegal-in a number of states) involve a potential for abuse. The Chief

Akecnipive,Officer of.an institution should be responsible fox' the recruiting

ilfactices of that institution. If recruiting is carried out without that

officer's review, especially by personnel who stand to gain from increased

enrZlment, there is a higher probability that questionable practices wiii

result.

Does your institution use the following techniques in attracting

applicants for admission? Mark onesresponse for each letteredt

item.
. No Yes

LI a. Contracting witb a privite-recruiting firm or-consul-.*
tent' organization, or employing individuals to
stimulate enrollments, when all or any part of the
payment is contingent on the nuipber of resulting
applications for admission:

El b. Classified ads in the "Help Wanted" section of the
newspaper, not for job t at the tnttitution, but to
obtain appliaftions for admiss4pn.1:

'El JJ c. Competitions ,or contests designed only to stimulate
applications for admission.

10) Eli d. Published or oral testimonials or: endorsements by
persons .who did not attend this institution.

e. Offers of limited ,time ,discounts on tuition charges,
room and boprd charges, etc.

r . %

33 -
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2. Does your

recruiting

No Yes

0

institution puke ,the following statements in any of its

efforts? Mark one response for each lettered item.

Completing-the education or training offered at
this institution is likely to lead to employment:
without accurate supporting data.

b. Completing the eAlucation .offered at this institution
is likely to,lead to admission to graduate or
professional school, without accurate supporting
data.

c: There are ties or Connections between this insti-
tution and specific employers which will result in
special employment considerations for graduates,
when this is not the case.

d. Scholarships 'or other forMs of no-cost financial
assistance are available, when in fact none have
been awarded during the past year.

e- The educationaT program at this institution is
superior to the educational prograM.offered.at
competing Institutions. .

f: .experts or other types of well-known
persons are on the Undergraduate teaching faculty,
when they have no undergraduate teaching respon-
,sibilities.

3. Does a responsible administrative officer. of your institution

review recruiting materials before they are used? Mark one

response-

No.
.

Some or most of them.

All of them.

Rationale- for items 4 and' 5: With' a shrinking pool of students
adailable for e-nrdliment-4:reicruiting practices may tend to expand to
fill. the vacuum.- If the tine' dividing fair from unfair practices
has been carefully -th,014ght out and written down in advance., abusive
practices can usually be avoided.. Such guidelines particularly need
to Pe brought to the full attention of recruiters.

it
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.

41. Does your institution follow a written policy whichgoverns all

recruiting practices? Mark ovesponse for each lettered item.

. Yes ,

If ylou filled in "No". to item,4 above, skip item 5 and go on to
item 6.

Does your institution's written recruiting policy Specify the

following items? Mark one response .for eachlettered item.

Noy: . Yes

EI

[23

gj a. A code of ethics which prohibitslicertain recruit-
ing practices.

b. A requittnt that prospective students talk to a
istaff me r of the,institution before enrolling.

c. The completiOn of an enrollment agreement signed
by an institutional staff member and the applicant

. that describes all costs, payment requirements,
an4 educational services 'to be provided by thi
institution.

0

Rationale for item 6: If an institution has an eesentia/ly "o0em"

adMi poiioy, it'shoutd also have remedial servioes to assist

studnts with appoiatnsode. peciture to-do so-may be taking unfair

advantage of certain students under the pretense of mfAving,tluaran
opportunity"

6.. for students' who are admitted under an "opeti" admissions policy

or who do not meet stated admissions requirempnts but are

adMitted under a special admissions policy, are the following

courses"provided? Mark one response for each lettered.

If your institution does -not practice "open" admissions or does.

not allow underqualified applicants to be admitted, omit this

item.

No Yes.

Ell

1.4

a. Courses or sections offering remedial instruction
in basic English.

ED b. Courses or sections offering remidial instruction'
in mathematics.

c: Speeial, academic tutoring programs offering-reme-
dial instruction related to students' needs.

EE.

:



IL DISCLOSURE IN WRITTEN DOCUMENTS

°nate for this topic:. Lack of adequate disclosure by an institution can be

tional or unintentional. If it it intentional and students are misled

r detriment, the result may be considered oonsumer fraud. Much more

corigmon.cre situations in which lack of adequate disalosure:,is zointentianal,,
and students risks deolsions based on fcadty or no infoznration. Al t

institutions should, as a routine polioy, digoleis certain importaiit (acts,
both to prospective students and already enrolled students. Students should
not have to exert unreasonable effort to seek out these facts, which should' be

written eitearty, in plain English, and mad. readily available free or at a cost

not to *wised the cost of their publication. Note that the items below do w_t_

ask whether particular oareiti'ons or services exist at the institution,'but
whether their' existence or non-existince is adequately disclosed in public
documents.

Does yout institution disclose information on the following items

in its general catalog, bulletin, basic public infiftation

ment, or a combination of theie? Mark one response for each

lettered ital.
No Yes

En

b

0

131

0

a. Name and address of institution.

b. Date of publication of the document.

c. InititUtional calendar including, beginning and
ending dates of classes and programsi holidays
and other dates' of importance.

d. A statement of institutional philosophy or
mission and program objectives..

e. A brief:description*of the institution's
sical as related to the instruc-

ional program.

n 'accurate list of all courses actually
ffered,.or all subject areas actually taught
f separate courses do not mast..

re are no required courses _(N/A).

[El g. An indication of when specific required courses
will normally be offered.



No Yes

0

0

0

0

h; Educational content of each course, or of'the
program if separate courses do not exist.

i. Number of hours of instruction in each course,
or in the program if separate nurses do not
exist, and length 1)11 time' in Mrs, weeks, or
months normally required for its completion.

j. An accurate listing of instructional staff
who currently' teach.

No such distinction exists (N/A).

U

0

[13

a

0

k. An indication of the distinction between'
adjunct or part-time faculty, And full-time '

faculty.

Policies and procedures regarding acceptabi-
,lity or non-acceptability of credits from
other institutions.

m. General-acceptabi4ity or non-Acceptability 12x.
other institutions of credits earned at this
institution.

n. Requirements for graduation.

o. Statement of certifiCates or diplomas awarded
upon graduation. ,

p. Statement of degrees awarded upon, graduation:-

q. Data regarding numbers and characteristics of
students who drop out of this institution
before their graduation.

tional/professional preparation. programs (N/A).
This institution has no undergraduate occupa-

CEI r. Data regarding the employment success of stu-
dents who graduate from this institution's'
undergraduate occupationallprofessional
preparation programs.

This institution has no graduate occupational/
_professional preparation programs (N/Al .

s. Data regarding the employmentSuccess
of students who graduate from this institu-
tion's graduate occupational/professional
preparation program.

t'. Grading system .

Policies and rules relating to:

u. Excessive late-arrival for Classes.

Absences.

w.Make-up work..

x. Student conduct.

[13 03 y. Termanation/w thdrawal.

111 z: 04-entry afte termination/withdrawal.



There are often stanr4 legal limitatiOns or. requirements for

.employment in.certain occupations. Examples include medical or'

health requirements, Oofessional licensing or certification

'requirements, additidhal apprenticeships, filther training by

employers, meibeeship in or registration by a professionil organi-

zation, and so on. If your institution offers any programs to

prepare students for such occupations, are these-limitations

disclosed in basic public information document(s)? Mark one.

response.

Such standard legal imitati or requirements are, not
disclosed.

cm Such standard legal limitations or requirements are
disclosed.

0 There are no standard legal limitations or requirements for
post-training employment opportunities for students at 'this.
institution (N/A).

*to:

3., If your institution lacks specialized'or professional course

accreditatIon which is normally required ,for. post-training employ-

ment of students, is this laCk disclosed in public information

document(s)? Mark one response.

0

0

The lack of speciali ed accreditation,is_.mt disclosed.
The lack of specialized( accreditation is'disclosed.

Specialized or-profesSional course accreditation ts.not
required for post - training employment Of students who
complAte courses of study offered.at this institution, or
all ourses requiring specialized accreditation are so
accredited (N/A).



4. Does your institution provide accurate descriptions of the -avail-
. ability and extent of the following student services in its basic

public information document(s)? Mark, response for each

lettered item.

No )Yes lip service of this type exists at this

[II

institution (N/A).

in
CE

GE1).

El El
ED El

0

0

a. Job placement service or assistance.

b. Student counseling for academic and personal
.problems.

c. Food service facilities'(excluding vending
machines).

.d. Housing facilities.

e. Parking facilities.

5. Does your institution provide accurate descriptions of the

following Institutional conditions or procedures regarding the

award of degrees? Mark one response for each lettered item.

No Yes
No State agency exists for this purpose (N/A).

Ci] ci] a. Recognition or lack of recognition by IfState
agency as meeting established educatipnal
standaMs for granting degrees.

b. Scope and sequence of required courses or
subject areas in each degree program.

There is no transfer between departments and/
or colleges (N/A). *.

c, Requirements, policies, and procedures re-
garding transfer between departments and/or
colleges within fEriTaltution.

IP

El 0

0



Rationale for items 8 and 7: With rising coats, increases in fees

are unavoidable. SUellipareasee should be made known well in

adwnoe to all students whom they will affect.

6. Are increises in any student fees exceeding SSo currently

planned for the', next year? Mark one response.

No Yes This institution charges no student fees (N/A)

0 U
If you filled'in "No".or 'N/A" to item 6 above, skip item 7 and
go on to item 8.

7. Are the planned fee increases disclosed in writing to all

students and prospective studente.to whom they might, apply?

Mark one response.

No Yes

0

Rationale for item 8: There are many types ofapproval and aocredi--

tation with which students are generally unfamiliar. Nevertheless,

their future. may be affected by the type enjoyed by the institution

or program they attend. The exact nature. of an institution's

approval or aiacreditation should be made clear to ail prospective

and enrolled etjents. Special care should be exercised to-insure

that memberships in organisations are not listed so as to imply

that the-institution has been inspected and approved by these-

organizationp.

8. DO the public representations of your institution clearly indi-

,cote ,(arid distinguish between, where applicable) institutional

ocreditation, institutional memberships Wprofessional

zations, specialized or professional program accreditation,

State VA- approving (gency coarse, approval, and State licensing

and approval? Mark oneAsponse.

No, Yes N/A

0 0



REPRESENTATIONRESENTATION OF CURRENT

APPROVED OR AgcREDrrED STATUS

Ratiolale for this topic,: Studen* should be accurately inform about the
-actua7,---e-tatus-of-ms institution,--ar-its progroxs-with r4gard_to_State approval,.
6pr:1:vats accreditation, and any pending kfgal actions. It is the responsibility
of the institution to dtsclose arid not to misrepresent this information. Mis-

representation may cause students to believe an institution has been evaluated
and is completely oaoroved, when in fact ..this is not the case:

Is your institution currently on suspension, probation, or some

other form of limitation or sanction for noncompliance with

designated standards by any of the f011owing government agenciet?

Mark one response for each lettered item.

No ''Yes

131 a. A local governmeni agencirfor example, onpmer
Protection Agency, Distr. t Attorney, etc.);'-

,

b. A State government-agency (for example, .State
Approving)pr Licensing Agency, Attorney General,
etc.).

al ED c, A Federal government agency (for example, Federal
Trade Commission,.Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, etc.) :

If you filled in
go on tc

" to all of the above options skip item 2 and.

Is the fact:that.the institution is' under some form of limitaw

. tion(s) or sanction(s) publicly disclosed in writing to all

current enrollees and appliCants? Mark one response.

NO Yes

0



go

Is. your int ltution currently on suspension, probation, or some.

other form of' 'imitation or sanction for noncompliance with desig-

nated 'standards by any institutional or professional accreditatior

ageney-Which is recognized by the U.S. Commi-ssioner of-Education

or the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation? Mark one response.

No Yes This institution issnot accredited (N/A).
17-7-

If you filled in "No." or "N%A" to item 3.above,.skip the next item
and go on to the.next section, Refund Policies and Practices.

4. Is the fact that the institution ts'under soMe form of limita-

tion(s) or sanction(s).publicly disclosed in writing to all

current enrollees and applicants?. Mark-one response..

No Yes

(

A-12



11,16'UND PoucrEs ArdialAcricEs

liccOonale far this topic: Institutional fay a to refund tuition and Cther

fees collected in advance is one of the most causes, of student complaints

It is recognized that institutions are justified in rev advancii tuition

and fee pal:intents and in retaining a portion of these° payments to cover processing
costs. flow ever, it is germ-rally agreed that all institutions: (a) should have a

written refund policystating clearly when and under what ccmditions refunds will

be granted, (A) should make timely refunds to students who abidi by stated insti-

tution policy, and (al should ranks the policy available to all students in
advance of their attendanci at the institution:

Does ypur institution require students to, pay or otherwi e obli-

gate themselves to pay anyi of the following fees or-charges
'before enrollment or class attendance? Mar one respo e for

each 'lettered item.,
.

No 'Yes No such fees or charges exist insti-
tution (N/A). ,

a. Residerit'(in-State,* etc.))tuition r tuition
"generally applicable to all stud nte.

Nbn-resident (out-of-State, etc. tuition Or
tuition paid only.py certain grou s of
studeits:

c: Room and board charges or deposits..

d. Application or registration fees exceeding

e. Other required fees. exceedih.g $50' (excluding
bOoke).

0

0

0

''
If yoti ,marked "No", or .71 N/A" to .all -' the..opti oni above, skip the

.following three. items- and go .on.. to 'the neXt Section, Instructional
SWf 041 uoi on-ancrStability.

Does your -institution have a .written refund policy regarding all

those fels for which "Yes" was checked in item, L? Mark one

response.

'No Yes.

43
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If you filled in "No" to:item 2 above, skip the following two
items and go on to the next section, Instructional Staff Evalua-

\tion and Stability..

How is the written refund policy made available

Mark one response for each lettered item.

No Yes

ED a. rt is'macie available for public inspection at the
institution.

ED b. It ts printed in the institution's general catalog-
or bulletin.

to students?,

CE] c. It ts distributed to all enrolled students (free or
at a cost not exceeding $2)..

EE] d. It is distributed to all prospective students (free
or at a cqst.not exceeding $2).

Rationale for item 4:. There are aspects of, a refund policy which ,

are,desirable for aZZ institutions wkich collect fees in advance.

Students need to know when they qualify for a refund and how' they must

,apply for it. Also, students,should be,able to ,assume -Oat institu-

ions wilt process vaZioir-refUnd requests within a reasonable period

of:tiore. Institutions should avoid large honref4ndable lepplication or

processing fees, and should never assess such fees without ample

advance notice to students.

4. Does your institution'" written refund policy clearly specify the
following, items? 'Mark -one response fdr each lettered item.

No Yes

0

O

0

a. Those fees and charges which are not refund-
able..

b. AllOitions which students most meet to
-obtain refunds.

c. How to properly apply for a refund.

This institution collects no tuitio in
advance (N/A).

d. A. tuition refund formula by which students pay
only for the instruction made available to
them.

44



,e. Any non- refundable appliCation Processing fee
dr other type of non-refundable. student feei
exceeding $100.

f. A time limitation not exceeding 40 -days
,between receipt of a. valid refund request and
the issuance of a rpfund.

A-15
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V. INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF AVALUiTICM AND STABILITY

Aationatefor this topic: Unqualified and unmotivated staff provoke Amy

student complaints. Certain steps, particu.larly in the form of structured

student., evaluation, can.be taken to evaluate and improve instructional staff

4nd should bilkocriied out as a matt4m.cipoliaii. 'ftrthermore, one of the

most disturbing experiences for students is the turnotter of instructional

staff during a course, resulting in a Loss of essential continuity. Ecessive

staff instability should be avoided y at aZZ possible.

0

JS teaching competence (no matter how evaluated) included as one

criterion in the formal salary and /or tenure and /or ranOreyiew

polidies of your institution? Mark one response.

This institution has no institutionwide
salary/tenure/rank review policies. These
decisions are left solely to the discretion of
the individual departments or other academic'
programs (N/A).

No Yes

5 0

Is teaching competence systematically evaluated by, the following

groups at your inStit4ion?. Mark one_resPonse for eAch lettered

No Yes

ap

LI

U
U

a. ay-administrative staff of the same department or
program,

b. By, other instructional staff of the same department
or program.

c. By students.

d. By graduates of this institution.

e. By instructional staff,self-ratings.

If yoU filled-in "No" to "By students" fn.item 2:.above, skip the
following two items and go on to item 5.

Are student evaluations of instructional staff members conducted

on a regular basis"(for'example, yearly, at the end of each cours

etc.)? -Mark one response.

No Yes

A-16



If you filled in
go on to item 5.

I.
to item 3 above, skip the following item m-ami

411

-Does the system.of luation.of instructors by students inC140

the following previsions? Mark one response for each lettered

item.
No Yes

Gi3

[13

- LI

, a . Anonymous student; respondi ng

Objective student responding (for' example, on
V' chine scored answer sheets).

c. valuations of all regularly appointed faculty
*embers;

There are n, adjunct faculty-members (N/A).

.111 d. Evaluations of all adjunct faculty -members
(for.exampl e, ,tWorary appqintments). .11,0

During the previous calendar year,- how often did, an unscheduleC4

permanent change of instructor occur after instruction had begun

(for reasons other than illness or death of the original

instructor)? Fill in the number; if none, enter as zero;

NUmber.of times:

The numbiein item 5 above-represented. what percentage of, the

total number of instructors teaching during that calendar year? A

Mark one response; if none, enter as zero.

0 Zero.

Less:than one percent."

One to two perceht.

Three to five percent.

'Six or more perciht.

7. During the'previous,calendar year, did any udscheduled, Permanen

change of instructor occur in the same course or subject area

twice or more often after instruction had begun? Mark one.

response.

No Yes

ED El
a

47
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Patio:male fdr.,this topic: Institutions which do not maintain acceesible studsm

records retched. it extremely difficutt for ourrent and former students to obtain

them when needed. hbreover, if an institution closes, lack ea record mainten

POicy can aquae great inconvenience and even abuse of current and former etude

',Are indiVidyal student records maintained Which .contain.:the.
y.

following items? Mark one response for each lettered item.

No Yes No. fees are charged by this institution #1/A)

.C11 a. Total.lees Paid by the student.

b. Courses taken and completed or subject matter
covered by the student.

No inteitnshtps or supervised practice are .
'offered by thisinstitutioniN/A).

- . Internships or othei..formsof supervited pro-
.fes-siOnal.practice..

d. Academic creditt, grades, or indicators of
satisfactory progres$ earned by the,student,

No: nandial aid is' offered by this institu/
f7-7-77tion directly. (N/A).

113

0

.0

.0

a
0

0

0 e. Financial aid awards, including loans, re-
ceived by thi student directly from the insti
tuts on.

[E] f..Bases for demonstration of: (a) student's
eligibility. for financial aid and (b).calcu-
lation of award.

g. Identification of officers who determined' each
student's eligibility and calculated his/her
award.

Does this institution have a written policy for maintaining, or

arranging for maintenance of, individual student accesp to records

for a period of.at least five years ill the event of t e institu-
.

tion's closure or change in ownership? Mark one ret onse.

No Yes

131 0

.1
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OCCUPATIONAIVPROFESSIONAL PREPARATIONPROGRAMS

Rationale for this topic: There is no intent in this inaction to directly

gauge the quality of an institution's instructional program, The intent is

rarther to gather'desoriptive indicators ofpraotioss which are as

essential for the maintenance and improvement, ofquatity. In the occupational/

professional preparation program area, students (rld wIployers) generally

empecttraining to result in.certaih specific outcomes; particularly in terms

equalificatiourvindabilities necessary to enter a given occupational field.

If the institution does not take definite steps to see that these outcomes

are *whit by' iits graduates, it is n danger of malpractice. Although

there is definitive catalog of such steps, practices about'which there is

consensus are nted below. Omit this hour institution has no

occupational/professional preparation

s t -

Rationale for items 1 and 2: Ihstitutions Zacking\athiisory bodies

tend to insulate themselves and their curricula from current practices

and technology in business, industry, and government, and in so, doing

they jeopardise the chances of their students for placement in jobs

appropriate to the training.

Does your institution maintain and utilize advisory!committee(s)

on curriculum content and equipment? Mirk one response.

a] No.

El For some of the occupational/professional preparation pro-
. gram areas offered at this institution.

For'all occupational /professional preparation program areas
offered at this institution.

If you filled in "No" to item 1 above, skip item 2 and go on to
item 3.

43
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Z. Do these'committee(s) inclitde representatives of paIRtial

employers? Mark one response.

0 No.

Ei For some of the occupational/profeNsional preparation pro-
gram areas offered at this nstitution..

a For all occupational/profe siopal preparation program areas
offeRWat this institutio

3. Do all of the occupational/professional prepation pro§rams in

your institution, possess specialized/professional accreditation,

If it is a. respOrtment for the employment Of graduates in those

occupations or "Otofessioni? Mark one ,;-eSponie.

No Yes pecialized/.professional accreditation is not
required for any, position in Embccupation or
pro ess on for which this institution provides
preparation (N/A).

11.

4. Dotall of the ogcupational/professional preparation programs in

your institutn provide traininq'in the use, ,of basic

tools and equloment, if it is a requirement for the employment of

graduates in those occupations or professions? Mark one response.

No Yes Training in the use of basic tools andequipment
is not required for any position in Auoccupa-

0
tion or prO ession for which this institution
provides preparation (N/A).

.
5. Do All of the occupational/professional preparation programs in

your institution provide for' internships,pnd/or supervised prac-

tice on the Job, if they are required for the employment, of

graduates in those occupations or professions? Mark one response.

No Yes Internships anjZor supervised practice on.the,
job are not etWired for any position in any
occupation or profession for which this insti-
tution provides preparation (N/A).



Do all of the occu ational/professional preparation programs in

your institution provide for internships and/or supervised prac-

tice in simulated job situat4dns; if they are required for the

employment of graduates in those occupations or prOfessions?. Aerl.

one response.

No Yes. Intirnships and/or supervised practice in_simu-

0

lateejob,situations are not re uired.for-any
position in any occupation 014 profession for
which this institution provides preparation. (N/A)

0

-Po alI:of the occupational /professional. preparation programs :in-

your institution-'provide for instruction. on topics necessary for
.-

State or preesildnarcerptficat4on in this State, if ceritfica-

tion is a relb44gbt for the Amp nt, of.:gr adtiates in thoie

occupations or professions? Mark 'se.

. .

No:' Yes ' State or professional certification ,in this _

-.177-7State.is not re uired for any position in Aynt'

CZ] o on occupation or pro ession for which-this inilT=
tuts on preparatiOn.1 A).

Does your institution require reviews of the relevance and time-

liness of all of its occupational/professional preparation curri7

cula and instructional equipment at'least once every two years?

Mark one response.

No Yes

0
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CARE PLANNING AND PLACEMENT SERVIC16

AND FOLLOW-UP OF_GICADUATliS

Rationale for this topic: Two related topics are actually collared here. If

institutions do not claim to offer career playaring and placement service or
assistance, it is of dowse not mandatory that they do so. If such assistance

r-1°-is offered, it should consist of certain essenticil.'serviles. Regardless of
whether or not placeme4tAassistancf is offered, fallow-up of graduates and
alumni is' eisential as a jmethod for evaluczting the relevance and effectiveness
of an institution' educational program. Sampling and new follow-up techniques

make such studies a p4Ssibility for aZZ institution.

Does your institutiop state that it offers+ placement services.or

other aisistance to students in iinding jobs or planning careers ?`

Mark one response.

No Yes.

.1

1If you filled in "N .to iteM, 1 above, skip item 2 and goy on to
iitem.3;

1
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Rationale for item 3: With the eMoiency of modern sampling am:d.

fo;Loq-up techniques, even Zack of a large budget is no reason 'for

not trying to coZiact some data on amp4oyment success, the tatimate

desired(outcome of occupational and professional preparation programs

,3. Does your institution 'systematically collect data on the employ-

ment.success (however defined) of persons in its.occdioational and

or professional preparatiop programs? 'Mark. one response fdr each

lettered item.

do Yes This institution currently has no occupational
or professional preparation students or
graduates (N/A).

a. Former students who di'd not graduate.

b. Recent graduates (within one year of gradua-
tion).

c. Recent graduates from one to five'years of
graduation).

El I

4. Does your institution systematically collect data on the success

of its graduates in obtaining admission to graduate or professional

training programs? Mark one response.

No Yes This institution currently prepares no students
for graduate or professional training.

5. Does your institution systematically collect data on the numbers

.and characteristics of.students who drop out of the institution

at the time they leave or soon thereafter? Mark one response.

Uv No, or only

ED Yes, for all
professional

CE] Yes, for.all

sporadically.

students enrolled in occupational and/or
preparation programs or majors.

enrolled students regardless of program or major



Rationale for item 2: 'Genuine plaegment'assiatance or service

performs at least the minimal fUncti:one of job pi:acertant'fb'ontacting

proepectille employer? regarding poseibl ppenings tratmaa_in job-
't

seeking and maintenance skiLls, and-echedi4ing for

students,-for both part -time and /14ZZ-time jobs. Cdre:*er, plannik

assistance should incl4de counseling, testing, and resot.orcht Ana

activities designed to familiarize etudbnts and'OraduataA

and educational opportunities.

2. Does the career planning end placementassistance-offered by your
, .. p ,

instilution include the following aspects? Mark: ne response for

,each, )lettered item.

No Yes . , .

P
a: A fee for pie assistance.

b. Professional counseling for career planning,and
,

En

CE

c. Testing to facilitate personal assessment in
relation to career opportunities.

d. A resourcekcenter.which inclUdes tnformation on
. ,

various career opportunities and educational sand
training institutions-and programs..

PI e. Formal training in job-seeking and job-holding
skills.

.

0

0

El

0

f.,,Seeking out and contacting prospective employers
----about potential job .openings. ,

.

g. Making job intermiew, appointments for individual
students.

h. Referral to a commeir4ial placement service whidh.
charges a fee:

i. Assistance in-finding a part -time job.

f

aP



--Rationale f item 3: With the efficiency of modern sampling and

foZZ -up teChniques, even lack of a large budget is no reason for

not trying to collect some data on employment success, the ultimate

desired outcome of occupational and professional:preparation programs
f

3. Does your institution syStematically collect data on the employ-

ment success (however defieed) of person nits occupational and

or professional preparati.onn Mark one response for each

lettered item.

No Yes This institution curre\tly has 'no oocupational
or professional preparation students'.or
graduates (N/A).

4 4.1
:a. Former students who did-not graduate.

b. Recent giaduates (within one year of gradua-
tion)c

c. Recent graduates (from orie to five'years of
graduation).

(

Li
113

0

0

Does your institution systematically collett data on the success

of its- graduates in obtaining admission to graduate orprofessional

training pi-ograms? Mark one response. /-

No Yes __-- This institution 4eurrent1y prepares no students
,50 for graduate or professional training.

5. Does your institution systematically collect data on the numbers

and characteristics of students who drop out institution

at the time Ihey leave or soon thereafter? Mark one response.

0

,401'
r

No, or only sporadically.

Yes,. for all students eitimilled in occupational and/or.
.professional preparation programs or majorsz

Yes,.for enrolleestudents regardlesi of programs or majoc

a

10.

5-.
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FN.ANCIAL STABILITV

le for this topic: It is very diffiou/t-to either measure or guard

'again* finamoi411.nstability in a postsecondary institution, as many Tegulatory

bodfei have discovered too late. Bowever, certain practices are more likely

than others to ensure that inAitutions do not close, Zeaving students with no

way to obtain either the inistruction they paid for or a rejsnd.
1

144'. Is is a publicly-supported nstitution (that is, receives over

50% public funding)? Mark o e response.

No Yes

0 ri

If you filled in "ks" to item 1 above, skip the following four,-
. ,±0ems and go on to the Additional, Comments page.

2.. .Are the ;centrals financial records and reports of institution

regUlarl audited or inspected asCfollows? M one response for

each ere
111Ik dritem.

' No Yes

a.,Uncertified audit by in accounting

b. epttfied addit by an accounting firm.

CI] t. lfrspeciion bya State regulatory or:auditing
eageky:.

a 0.'Inspeclon b' alq,deralmgegulatory or auditing
agenty.

, )

Does yourInstitutfon havCa retainedearnings fund, an endoWment

or otner reserve of Arndt* source trrinCome to payOperating

exdensespot coyered by &Tent stUdent tuition receipts? Mark
. .

. .

one response; ,

Na Yes
7.

[Er 0

. V

II
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Do the financial reporting practices of this institution rep t

uneartied tuitiOn as assets, without indicating an offsetting

ltability? Mark one .r. sponse. ,

No Yes

11.

ediyoth-Jinstittitiori have debts. orro eroutstanding.repayment-

6ligations
exceeding $50,000 whiCh are more than 90 days

. p

delinquent? Mark.one response.

No Yes

4

4.1

5 7
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ADDITIONAL CEMENTS

Please write additional comments in the space below. If you are commenting

on specific items, be sure to inglude the section and Item number.

1

1 ,

Section and
1

8 Item Number Comment

I

General'ComMents

^



Both, topic scores and.overallinA4utiog scores can be Computed .on this

page. To.computer.4 topic score:

Write doWn the sum of weights recorded:ai the end of each topit.-

2. Divide each sum by,the, number ofltems answered in that topic.

Each number listed in the rights coldmnt(includingzeros) 'represents

an item. Multiply'eachlualent by 500. This is, the topic score.

To compute yoUr overall institution *core:

1. ,-,Add all nine Aims of weights.

2. Divide his sum Wthetotal number of items answered.

3. Multiply this guotient4100. This is your:overall score

The form,below can be,uted.to Make. these computations.'

V

d VI

VII

VIII

IX'

,)4

Topic.Scores

(Sum of Weights Items Answer

(Sum of Ail
Weights)

A.

1:

SOO

Overall Score
i ems

(Total Number of
x SOu m ,Overall'Insti-1.

.Items Answered) tution Score

Topic Score

.1



VIII. CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT SERVICES

AND FOLLOW-UP OF GRADUATES

Rationale for this topic: Two related topics are actually covered here. If

institutions do not .claim to offer career planning and placement service or

assistance, it is of course not mandatory that they do so. If suAip assistance

is offered, it should consist of, rtain essential services. Regardless of
whether or not placement assistance is offered,`follow-up of graduates and

alumni is essential as a ;nethod for evaluating the relevance and effectiveness

of an institution's educational program Sampling and new follow-up techniques

make such studies a possibility for all institution.

. Does your insOaltion state that it offers placement services or

other assis#nce to students in finding jobs or planning careers?

Mark one response.

No Yes

0 0

If you filled in "Ne to item 1 above, skip item 2 and go on to
item 3.

t

).

0



2. ;Oo thmtie committee(s) include representatives of potential

eiployers? Mark one response.

EE3 No

CE3. For some of the occupationel/profesitone preparation pro-
gram areas offered at,this-institution.

For inoccupttional/proflassional preparation program areas
offerer at this institution.

3. Do all of tie occupational/professional preparation programs, in

your institution possess specialized /professional accreditation,

if it is a requirement for the employment of graduates in those

occupations or professions? Mark one response.

No Yes Specialized/professional accreditation is not

MiliWorflo;onhriVg(i): iirnstif6=tlicrildg
preparation (N/A).

DO all of the occupational/professional preparation programs in

Yob- institution provide training in the use of basic

tools and equipment, if*it requirement for the -employment of

gradgates in thosi'occupations or profes s? Mark'one response.

No Yes

LO, 0

Training in the use of basic tools. and equipment
is. not required for any position in anoccupa-,
tion orfo ession for WhiCh this institution
provides preparation(N/A). ,

5. Do all of the occupational/professional preparation programs.-in

your institution provide for internships and/or supervised prac,-

tics on the-job, if they'are required for'the employment_of

graduates in

No Yr.

U

those occupations or professions? Mark -one response.

Internships-and/or superviied.practice on the
job are.not required for any position in any
occupation of-OrbleiSion for which thit insti-
tution provides pireparation 'WA).

1.
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If you filled in "No" to 'Um 2 above skip the following two
itemt'and go on to the next section, Iistructional Staff Evalua-
tion and Stability.

3. How is the written refund policy made available to\tudents?
Mirk,one response for each lettered item.

No Yes

Car [E] a. It is made available for public inspection at the
institution.

[E] b. It'is printed in the institution's general catalog
or bulletin.

[1] c. It is distributed to. all enrolled students (free or
at a cost not exceeding $2).

] d. It, iedistributed to all prospective students (free
or at a cost not exceeding $2).

EN

Rationale for item 4: There are aspects of a refund policy which

are desirable for all institutions which collat.:it fees in advance.

Students need to know when they qualify for a refund and how they must

apply for it. Also, students should be ible to assume that institu-

tions will process valid refund requests within a reasonable period

of time. Institutions should avoid lccrge nonrefundable application or

processing fees, and should never assess such fees withomp ample

advance notice to students.

4. Does your institution's written refund poliEy clearly specify the

following items? Mark one response for each lettered item.

No Yes

s

U 113 a. Those fees and charges which are not refund-
able.

b. All conditions which students must meet to
obtain refunds.

c. How to properly apply for a refund.

This institution collects no tuition in
advande 0/A).

d. A tuition..- refund formula by which students pay
only for the instruction made available to
them.

0



11

o

El

LV

El

El

LI

En
In

LI

0

'1L-Educational content of each course, or of the
program if separate courses do not exist.

1. Number of hours of instruction in eaah course,
or in the program if4lipaeate course do not.

. exist, and length .of time' in hours, weeks, or
months normally required for its completion.

j. AA accurate listing of instructional staff
who currently'teach.

No such distinction exists (N/A).

[t] k. An indication of the distinction between*
adjunct or part-time faculty and full-time
faculty.,

.1. Policies and preieedures regarding acceptabi- :

lity.or non-acceptability of credits from
other iIiititutions.

EZi mi. General acceptability or non-acceptability lUt
-other institutions of credits earned at this
institution.

Li] n. Requirements for graduation.

11]

fl

o. Statement. of-tertificates or diplomas awarded
upon graduation.

El P.Statementofdegrees'awarded upon ,graduation.:

q.:Data regarding numbemind ,chiriCterfstids of
-,-.7studen*s.who4rop out ofthfs institution
4before their graduation.

.This institution has no undergraduate occupa-
.

f tional/professional preparation.prograMs (N/A)..
r. Data regarding the employment.success of stir

dents,who graduate from this institution's
undergraduate occupational/professional
preparation programs.

- This institution has no graduate occupational/
professional preparation programs (N/A).

52] s. Data regarding the employment success
of students who graduate from this Institu-
tion's graduate occupational/professional

.- preparation :program.

t. Grading systim.

Policies and Arles relating to

u. Excessive' late-arrival for classes.

V.: Absences.. '..:

lake-up work. ...Jr.,

x.' Student conduct.

y. Termination/withdrawal.

-z: Re-entry after termination/withdrawal.

0

0

0

0
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SCORE SHEET

Both topic scores and overatT institution scori-can be computed on this

4age., To computer:4 tOpit: score:

1. Write dOWn the sum of Weights recorded at the end of each topic.

2. Divide each sum by:the number altos answered in-that

Each nuibe listed An the Weights columl(including zeros) :represents

.an item. Multiply each quotient by 500. This is the topic score.

To compute your overall institution score:

XAB all nine sums of weights.

2. Divide this sum by the total number, of items answered.

3. Multiply this quotient fir 500. This 3s your, overall score.

The form below can be used to make these coMputationsgV.

:Topic

I

II/

IV

V

VI'

VII

VIII

IX

Topic Scores

(Sum of Weights + Items Answered) x 500 Topic Score

Th

Overall Score

(Sum of All (Total Number of . Overall Insti-
Weights) Items Answered)

x 500
tution Score

x 500

.A-34 4
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PURPOSE

ti

Accreditation has.a long and unique history as.a process for improving

he quelity of educational institutions prograiin. The essential coiponents
a

of the accreditatiOn'process are self-study and peer review conducted jn an

. .

atmosphere of healthy Criticism.,Recintly.'institutions of postsecondary

education have come uker increasing pressure to provide their students with.
.

better protection from potentially.abu onditio7 and practices which can:

(11 mislead students by creating higher expectations than arelpariiihted;

(2) endanger studets' opportunity to receive the ed0C4iiona1 lervicesWhich'.
..%

they have purchased, eithefii0eatly or indirectly througb6public-or,privnte

support; or (3) deny students proper recourse in cases where they have been

misled or denied opportunities. In an extensive two-year study. of ways to

improve educational consumer protection (see Jung at al., 1977), staff of the

41.

American Institutes f ?r Researth,(AIR) concluded that the accreditation proceSs,

in addition to its quality improvement function, held.potential forhelping

institutions do a better job of detecting and eliminating conditions and

practices which are potentially abusive to students. The effort currently

underway is experimenting with a mechanitm which it is hoped will convert.this

potential' to a reality. The purpose of this gmide is thus to introduce an

Institutional Self-Study Form (ISSF) and then to suggest somerpossible ways in

.which the form might be used in'the accreditation process. Uses are suggeited

for both institutional self -study andpeer/review/verification by visiting

representatives of accreditation agencies.

B-3'
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II 11.

r

1.

Mgliglaa

In order to,adequatepy7tuggest flyence potential for student

06.

abuse, itaiIirst necessary to .be 'ibis to define the nature of student abuse.
.

AIR. staff.undertook a comprehonisivelearch of the literature, which includedr,-

(1) the records 'of. hearings conducted. by subcommittees of the 04'3.4119es! of
.i

Representatives Committee onEslication andlabor and Committee on7Goverhment'
. .

A ". ,_
..,...

Operations;' reports publisied by the Education Commission trthe'statea4s
, / .

7.-..
.

-insult of two' national'; on atudent.consumer prote000; (3) a
'

. ,

. .

,,I,

.

:report published by the Office of EffiU.S.OtSOtducatiOn (USOE) a a of:a. :

national-iOnferinclon inaltutional.411gibility for *Odent assittance
,

Ar

..proirant; (4) the 40+ volume'file put together by the Oa f the Federal Trade
...''.

,,...,,,,.., ,

;,, .t.,

Commission to aupport'oftheir:proposed-trade regulation keproprietary
.

.

vocational and home study schools; (5) thetudent complaintwNes ofUSOE's .
, P.-

O

f

Accreditation and Institutional Eligibilttr Staff (now*leplytaion of Elicit. re,

bility and Agency. Evaluation);.Abd over 60 other sources' see j47,

1975). In general, the attempt was to.identify-institutional policies and

practices which had demonstrablymisled students and frustrattid their efforts

to obtain an eltation. Several decisions were made which should brade

exiiicit here.

Students are consumers: Some authers40.-g., Enteman,1975).

have attempted to contend that students,as'participaptOn

the educdtional process, areinot "columers" In the ti iksense

of As word. While AIR .staff believed that a good deal of the

responitity for learning duripg any eduCatOnal experience

rests wi therstudent, it .is 41ear,thit som e school practices

deprive the student of even:an optiortuntty to learn; further-.

more, some practites are iobleiant0 unfair that they would

be abusiVe rtgardless pf thb product or service that was beng

offered. To the extent-that
. institutions do*rket an eduta-

1°-
tiona1 service, student* are Clearl the consumer.

08. .".

0-4,
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sioh 'making... Numerous .calls have been registered for'
Students i n makihg 'better decisions abciu- t

4ostsecdhdary- edkitatioh. Sttch CallS usual ty include reqUelt.t.
fdr'disclaire of betterk.inforLtion on the course .options.--
socilil Climate, financial aid, and so on, aVailableit_ii(:i

jibs prO;iding studs is with an insight into
the .world of ,vieek and the student's goal's; interests
antrabflities: Information of this type ..is no. doubt an aid
to student decision making. HoweV ch information is. no.t
the same as Information about ins.ti tai onal.practices...which
can abuse students. -::The limited set-bf informatibn useful
for providing better "stUdent consumer protection"' should be
carefully distinguished from the much larger s required to
facilitate "better student decision making;" this distinction
can help avoid much unnecessary confusion a/til--.effort.

A 'I"

CATEGORIES OF ABUSE
'706

Through an 'analysis of the coalitions hich led%to we)lkloCumented abuses
,

of students AIR staff identifiedi.set of institutional .conditiiins.and practices

that seemed. to have the highest otential" for abuse. In this analysis, they

took 'into account the fact that stsecOndary students are quite ,capiable,of

excessive subjectivity, deception, and4-of making. unfair complaint! which are
, 4

not the result of institutional Causes. The typet .of-yel.id potentially

abusive .conditions and practices: that :were: identified are 1 i:Sted ip Table

;ti

I'? :

Table 1
, .

TYPES OF POTENTIALLY ABUSIVE INSTITUTIONAL
ONDITIONS AND. PRACTICES

isleading,recruitting and lax admissfbni policies anti practices.

Lack' of necessary disClosdit in writtel-documents::

.3. Misrepresentation and Misuse of approved and -a.ccredited'statusk.
, .

.Inequitable tuition and fee refund po4olcies and' failure to make
timely re nds.

8;5



4 :or

5. Lack of,adequate 'procedures to ensure qualified and-stable
instructional staff.

Inadequite l'*ecordkeeping°practices.

Failure to maintain up-to-date and relevant instructional. programs,
especially in occupational/professional preparation programs.

Lack of adequate job.placement services pf promised),'and lack of
follow-:up of farmer. students.

financial instability.

The types of potential abuses listed in Ta le I are further-expanded in

Appendix le .It should be naedlthat all Of the potential abutes detailed In

Appendix A are stated negativelyin other words, they are stated as aspects

of an institutioflothat, If pretent, will increase the probability that -student

abuse may occur. The converse of the conditions and practices listed in

Appendix A provides an indication of institutional conditions and practices

which provide improved educational consumer protedtion. These are listed ih

Appendix' B.
1.

.Note that the measure under investigation-,ii "potential far abuse," not'

..ift_i

actual abuse. No attempt is being made to di AlFtly 'gauge actu lstudent

\I". abuse. The pointing of accusatory fingers at allegedly guilty p rties does

little to work toward .donstructikeeltmprovement. It is hoped that the identi-

fication and quantification stitutional policies and practices related

to student consumeribuse lead to such improvement.

The presen4e. of one or more potentially abusive conditiols or practic4s
A

does not automatically indicate that student abuse is occurring or will occur
. ,

at, an instituti
-

on. In fiat? in a survey of 37 institutions

.

condgcted by AIR staff-tr.' early.1975, fione was completely free from potential

\
for ibute. _Moreover, some coptitto,tanapracticelthold considerably less

potential for abuse than others. But. the more conditions and practices
.

13-6
70
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'listed in Appendfx'A that are found t

are, the greater the probabilll that actual abuse '11 occui-. All .however,-11.
If

are modifiable and within the power of n institution to-modify without

".

be-present, and I the more serious they,

excessive cost:

INSTITUTIONAL SELF-STUDY FORM

0'-' An. Institutional Self-Study Form (ISSF) has been developed by AIR to

providi a convenient yet reliable mechanism for detecting-the presence of

potential abuses and quantqvinq, the seriousness of those that are 'revealed.

.The ISSF is a self-scoring questionnaire suitable for u4e by any person or

group thtt is knowlgdgeable about an institution. Its, completionyequires,,.

examination of certain institutional policy statements, records, recruiting

,and disclosure materials, and 'other procedures and practices. 'All of the

items.on the ISSF are in an objective, multiple-choice format; they, are
. . .

grouped into nine topics in accordance with the nine Wes of potential abuses

listed in Table 1. Each topic and many items are accompanied by brief state-

ments, that 'describe their underlying rationales. Each item response'option -:- e

an associated weightthat indicates the perceived seriousness

response. Mese item weights can be summed and eraged to provide scores'

of the

t

,, ,

for each-of the nine topics and the overall ISSF. he higher these Scores,

the greater the revealed potential for abuse.: A perfeCt score (no revealed

potentials) would be.zero: Again, however, no institution, is expected to be
_f

totally free from potential for a and zero scores are unlikely. A
,

The ISSF has certain limitations which should be made explicit.

Campus -based programs. The ISSF has been designed to detect

Potential abuse areas primarily in campus-based programs. It

has not been validated as a-mechanism for deticting problems

in non-traditional, off-campus extension, or correipondence

programs or institutions.



Underohlduatel has Thaprimary emphasis of the. IISkF

on undergraduate programs, especially those which stress occupa-

tional and 'professional prieparatitr for undergraduates. It has
1st been Vtlidated for postgraduateor professional edupation

-programs.
P

The ISSF shoUld not be ule4 in connection with
F 1:

than a campus-based, undePgratduate 'orientation.

othergrams that have

POSSIBLE ISSF USEgIN THE. ACCREDITATION PROCESS

The primary irOended.uses of the ISSF in the aecreditation process are

in connection with the institutional self-study and the site-visit review and

sel f study- verification.

For the selfstudy, the primary use is to make an internar assessment of 64

existing .conditions .and practices .that'are iotentially abusive to students.

with the purpose ofeliminating or revising' those revealed. TITere\zre,

several possible variations that might be considered in conducting the assessment.

A

Administrative review. Most of the 'nformation required

i

complete the ISSF is or

--

av ilabie to Institut

therefore
be

Sadministrators. --It is therefore a latively easy rrit er or

an administrative staff member to-Collect the necessar for-

mation and complete an ISSF which will, then represent'the most

accurate estimate of the, condittonsiand.FacticeOexisting at

the institution. In larger institutions and those where indi-

viduardepartments have a good deal of autonomy in setting

policies, the task of completing an ISSF may be more difficult.

In.any case,,the adininistrative ISSF colild represent one major

part of the entire self-study process preparatory to initial

consideration for accreditation or.reacceditation. Itor a,

summery of Its findings might be inserted into the self-stUdy.

document submitted to the accreditition igenc .

e.



e , tivei iiiiiiitnes7fiaV:in9 :th; Most 'accurate "estimate.

iiinione,!°'.:.00riii:cpratititice ''Oisf,;ciel'ercste'ilmi)ved;i7biay7Oine

individuals or

Who ,may be affected" by it. This:is IspeCittlik true With
potential: atiuSeS' If a, protective Rol icy: exists, Old'.

Or u recognized.by those whom-tit %..supPdiet.to protect,
,..,

niy se . patt futfctipk. For this reatoh, it:may
be vieful, til.obtaiti."ISSF'da 'frioj- r-grOiipi 4 in IniiitUtion thlitt

. .

't
,

may, hive perlyectives different from. 'Om istritiort::,, 'Such

-groups Would eiPeCially include fiatilty;-stu,nts, and iperhapS.;- .

alLimni. They could alsO,include:,admiiiistrators at brandi campuses'

or representatives of ,differentoffilete witifiri the central admini- '

stration.::.L'As an integralpart of thei i partiCipation in- thee. elf-

study, reireientativeS of these Iroups could be asked, to c fete:

and twilii'it ISSF's.- These, or their summaries, might alsp
inserted into. 'the 'Self-study docudent.

The wider the range of groups represented the Self-study assessmint of

consumer protection adecfracy ind the more intensive Heir involvement, the mere

likely its' that potential problems will b-reveal and possible solutions

Clin be cooperativrely. instituted.

The min.-Purpose of the site-visi.i'team wihiregard to the ISSF will be

o verify the firylings. and actions-derived from. the ISSF and reported in the

self-study.. mul 001 e groups and perspectives. sampled .in .carrying out

this verification., It is .not that. ISSF data, as verified, will be used

by the accreditation .agencY in making dedisions regarding initial or continuing

accreditation. However, a site -visit team's recommendations may very well be

based on informatiOn derived from the ISSF.

P

WHERE TO 'FIND ISSF DATA A

Most ISSF items are i n the form 'Does this institution'hive/do this?"

The easiest way to complete an ISSF is 'to locate it person knOwledgeablet,bout



TABLE 2

-Topic

. Admissioo.s officer
Admi ssi ons cy. stftements
Ihstituticinal advertIving:

II Disclosure. in written documents,

III. Representation of approved or
accredited status

IV. Refund_ kolicies and practices

V.

-

Instru-ctional staff evaluation
and stability

VI. Recordkeeping practices.

General catalog,'bulletin or other
public information ..:documents

Public information officer
Chief administrative officer
Public information documents

:of

ChiWr ,finahci al affai rs officer
Puoi i al nformation. documents

Chief executive and/or academic-
affairs offi cer

Department heads

RegiFtrar
c-,Records offiCe

Occupational/prOfessional
preparAion programs

c

Chief academic affairs officer
Department jieads
Chief addhistrative officers for
occupational/professional preparation
programs.

Career planning and placeMent
services,api follow-up of
graduate's-4

Placement officer
Director of institutional .research
services

Pubblic information documents
Advertising

lFinanaial .stability
e 4

4

Chief executive ficer
Chief financial a fairs officer
Financial stateme



ch topic; ask the iteMs, and record his/her responses. Complications arise(

when recollections are vague, 13olicies are "usually" followed but exceptions
A

are allowed, qualifications are required based on different ,pr unusual :birdumz,

Stances, and so forth. The safest stance, and the one which will yield the

-Th'most accurate data, is to obtain and review documentation or,secondar verifi-

, cation, for all Items'aboutwhiCh there is any question.

listing of'pOisible sources for each-tbpic in the ISSF,

,:INTERPRETING ISSF SCORES

Table 2

4

esents a

Table 3 shows the maximum (worst- possible) score for each topic 'score and

the.institution score derive0 from the ISSF. Since a best possible scores are

.`zero, all scores may range from zero up to the maximums indicated., Table 3 also

contains the range of scores expected to be obtained by a cross section of insti4

tutiohs, bafed'on past tesit:bf the'report form. These' scores provide a limited

perspective from which to make judgments abgut the magnitude of scores obtained

`during your self -study and-verification. 'Obtained Scot.& toward the upper end

of the ranges cal for carefui.investigation'by examination, of each of the

compone t items to determine whetherzsistions,in conditions and/or policies

might be called for to provide better protection for Students. Of cours

score 'above zero provides room and suggestions for improvement.

75



Table 3

MAXIIIUM POSSIBLE ISSF SCORES AND ,CORE- RANGES-
EXPECTED- FROM A CROSS SECTION OF 'INSTITUTIONS

To ic WeightedItall

I `lam 18

IV ) 11

V- - 13

yi

viii

ins ti tuti on 12;;;

Maximal Score Expected :Ran

-1.00-40°.

78 50-450
1,330 =500

100-400-

1,075 100-500

1,125 125-500

.2,140 250-750.

1,140 100500
1 25.0 0-400

1*140 100-300

4

4



APPENDIX A

Categories and EXamples Of Potentially-AbuSive
o

Institutional Policies and Practiees

Refund Policies and Practicet
1. -Institution does not have a written refund policy for fees or chargedcollected or obligated in advance.' enrollment or -class attendance.I .

,Written refund policy is not pull icly, disteminated to students andprospective students.

writes refund policy dims not tell stude4..s how to obtain refunds.
Written refUnd policy. -does not providefor at least partial return ofstudent fees or charges based`on the amount of instruction the studenthas had the opportunity to receive.

Written. refund policy does-not specify the maximum time allowed between'the receipt of a valid refund request and the issuance of a refund.
AdvertiOng Practices

1. Institution uses:

(a) advertisements
contests;

n help wanted" section of newspapers, pseudo "Talent"

(b) testimonials or endorsements by actors who did not attend theinstitution; or

:(c) liMited time %iscounts," to attract enrollees., .

Advertising-of the institution guarantees or imorlies that completion ofan education or, training program will lead to effployment:
3. Institution's advertising implies that it:

-)
has special

,

ties.Or connections with employers which it doesfact have;
0 , .

(b)'. offers full or partial scholarships when: in fact 1t offers only loansor deferred tuition; . . .., . i
i

(c). has recognized experts on its teichtng acuity who i fact. have no..teaching retponsibilities;:br,, e
.,

' , '

not in

(d) offers a "superior" educationalvrogram wheit in fact there' is nocomparative evidence to support the assertion.



Admiision Practices

\l. Institution employs admissions representatives whose compensation or
salary is dependent wholly or in part on direct commissions based on
number of students enrolled.

2. ,Instituplon does not have a written policy governing recruiting and/or
admissidn practices.

Written recruiting/admissions poli,py doqs not contain:

(A) al0 prohibiti9ns against unethical practices such as the "bait and
/ switch" or thb "negative'sell";

P4r

(b1) krequirement that all prospective students talk to a representative
of the institution at the_school prior to enrolling.; or

(c) a requirement that all enrollees sign an agreement vski4 describes
complete costs, paYment requirements, and educational services to be
provide* by the institution.

4. Institution does not provide remedial instruction in basic, skills for
students.who are admdtted without meeting stated admissions requirements.

D. Instructional Staff Evaluation Policies

1. Teaching competence is not included as one criterion in formal salary
and/or tenure and/or rank review policies. es

2. (Evaluations of teaching competence do knot include regular, anonymous
)ratings by students.

E. Disclosure in Written Documents

1. Failure to distlose any a? the allowing in a general catalog, bulletin,
or other basic informationdocument:

(a) name and address of school.

(b) date of publication of the document.'

(c) school Calendir including beginning and ending dates-of dlaiSes and
programs, holidays, and other dates' of importance.

(d) 'a statement of institutional philosophy.

(e) a brief description of the stUi's physical facilities.

(f) an accurate listof all courses actually offered.'

(g) an indicatidh of when specific required courses will not be offered.

(h) educational content of each course.
. ,

i) number of hours of instruction in each course and length of time in
Sours, weeks-or months normally required for its completidn..

IL°
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)

.(4) an accurate -listing of faculty who currently teach.

(k) an indication of the distinction between adjunct or part-time faculty
and fulTgEtme faculty.

(1) policies and procedures regarding acceptabi*of credits:from
. ,

.other institutions.

fm) general acceptability by other institutions of credits
this institution.

(n) requirements for graduation.
4

(o) statement' Of certificate's, dip4Omatv or_degrtes awarded upon graduation.

10Statemerit of. all charges for which a student may be held responsible.-

(q) financial Aid programs actually wiiiiable 6 students..

(rt) limitations oh eligibility for financial aid proKalls...,
7-N

earned at

(s) grading system.

(t) policies relating to:

2rd
tardiness

(3) make-up work
(4) student conduct
(5) termination
(6) re-entry after termination

(u) .std feOncreases. in.excess of $25 that
nex ye

(v) for student loan applicants:

(1) the effective annual loan interest rate
(2) loan repayment obligations
3) loan repayment procg-Ourei,
4) time allowed for reftyment 1111

5) deferment or cancellation provisions, if any
(6) collection procedures which mightlibe applied i n. the-event of

failure to repay

are planned within the

2. In the event any of'the follovOng se ices or facilities are provided,
failure to disclose their actual liability and extent: -

(a) Job placement assistance or service.

4.0 counseling, including for employment, academic, and/or personal
problems.

-(c)'. dining'. facilities.

(d) housing facilities.

(e) student parking:Facilities:41

j
87 iP 79

I
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In the event the-institution offers'an educational program which
leads to the award of degrees (or which results in credits which are
''transferable toward the award of degrees)-, failure to provide accurate
descriptions of:

(a) recognition by a state ag4ncy is meeting established,educational
Standards for granting degrees, if there is such an agency;

(b) the scope and sequence of required courses or subject areas in
each degree progOam, and

1
(0 policies and procedures whichostudents must follow to transfer

credits within the institution and/or to other institutions.

Student Orietrtation Procedures
,/

1. The institution does not conduct a formal orientat ion progre0 for newly
enrolled students.

2. Failure .to include in this orientation the iollowing:

(a) oral presentations or written doiumenti prepared by students Who have
been previously enrolled at the institution.

, 41"iniiruCtions on how and where to voice student complaints and
grievances..

-tc) inform Lion on how and where to apply for student financial ,aid.

Job Plaerlient Services .and Follow-Through
s r ,

1. In thd, .event the;institUtion'claimitb have ca' job placement`- service,.
'this service doeS nos include the following aspects:

r

(a) haification of fee charged, f.this is the case..

(b) formal training in job-seeking and ,fob- holding skills.'
A6

(c) contacting prospectivAmployers to:deveIdo pOtintial jobs.

(d) making` job .interview appointments.for individual students, including
those ,seeking .part -time employment and recent,graduites.

'

In the: evettheinstitution claims to have a.job placement service
servtceI-confined Only'to such services as., distributing( wa
ads pars or ,referral to a commercial placement service

The i titution'ddes not regularly collect'fo
succ s of former students ,who did not gradua
longer term graduates. /). ;

Institution does not annually calculate the ra fes
from each identifiable program or cutqculum area
to' determine the reiVOns for this attrition.

the
ed"(

-up data on tbe employMent
recent gradultes, and/or

of student attrition
-and does not attempt



RecordlceePing Practices

t

1.' The tostitution-does not maintain the following items.in its individual,
student rdcords:

(a) total 'fees paid by the, student. -

(b) coursestaken.andrcomPleted.-

"(c) academic credits, grades earned.

(d) financial aidamountsi includingiloans, ifany, actually received
by student and date of his/her receipt..

Institution does4not have a'written policy and actual procedures for
maintaining individual student access to records for a period of at least
two:years following his/her departure from the institution, regardless of
the operating status of the institution.

,

Turnover of Instructional Staff

1. Instructional staff are repeatedly replaced, in the same sections/courses,
after, instruction' has tiegun.

Instructionalltaff are replaced in'two of more sections/courses after
instruction hos begun.

J. Repreeentation of Chartered, Approved; or Accredited Status

institution fails tb disclose to students and prospective students
the fact(s) of liMitation(s) or sanction(s) for noncompliance with
designated standards imposed- by local, state, or federal government
agencies., if any-exist.

s

12. The public representations Of the institution fail to distinguish
between (e.g., list separately, with appropriate explanations) -insti-
tutional accreditationgopecialized or professional program accreditation,
iiiiiW-approving'ageney course approval, and state chaetering and
licensing, if any are present,

Financial Stability
.

J. Lf the institution is not.publicly- supported, it does not have the
following:

.

(aLavendewMent- or retained earningS fultd to pay current operating,-
'Neioinses.if-they are not covered by student tuition receipts.,

/-

(b) a -reserve of funds sufficient 'o pay Out tuition. refunds as students
Make legitimate requestsfor.them.

The institution's financial records and reporWaro not annually subjected
to a Certified audit.

4Y
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L.. Instructional Prograxs in Occupational, Professional Preparation Areat
-

,
.- .--..._

A

1. The institution does not maintain ciwricuTum advisory'Committeei wh'ich
include representatives of potential employeis in'each.occupatidnal/
professional area for whiCh instruction is.offered..

,

The institution does not provide the following. when they are tegui red
for emplqymentof.graduates in an occupatideal/profeisional area:

(a) ipecialized/professi.;nal program accreditation.

(b) training fn the use of bac tools andequipmek.

(c) internships and/or supervised prac ce'oh the job.

(d) internships and/or supervisedpracticein simulated job situations.

(e) instruction on topics nece*sa'y for state "or,professional.certifi-
cation of graduates.

3. -The institution does not require a biannual "review of the relevance
and timelinessof occupational/Oofessional curricula. ". .

sM. Instructional Equipment and Facilities in Occupational/Professional _Preparation
Areas ,

st.

1. 'The institution does not maintain-advisory.committes oniinstructional
.

.

equipment and facilities which include representatives of:potential
',.,;.t

employers in each occupational/professional area foi which instruction ."
is offered. , .

, .

The institution does ndt'annually budget and expend'funds for replacing
worn or outdated instructional equipment in each occupational/professional'
area for which instruction is offered.

\

4
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APPENDIX B

Citegories and.,Examplet of Insti utio
1

. and Practices Which Promote Educatio 1 Consumer Protection
9. -

Refund Policies and PraCtices,

A

1.; 'Institution has written' refurid(policy "3P:fees or- diverges collected
4 , or obligated in advance of 'enrollment or class attendance;

Al! .

2 , Written' refund Cy'poll is publicly disseminated tb students 1141d. prospective-
students., .

3.' Written refs tid: Otailicy tell, student*how to obtainoftefunds."
w V 4

Wri iteri;refOnd Policy providet -for- at 1 east. ,a partial ,return,_ of
,.. student fees or 'charges bal,e1-)3n the amount .of instigiktionwthe stioent

has had the OppdrtUnitY to receive..,.:
'

receive. ' ! -r i y

Wri tien refund- pol icy sped OW thiqpiximum time o betWein the
receipt of a valid refund- request and the issuance of refuq,

Advertising Practices

doesdoes not use: \

(a) -idve isements-in Phelp.wintedi section of nevispaperNr unselictive
'.. . "tal nt" contests /to stimulate applsications tv.. enrollment;' , IP

(b) paid testimonials or endotseients by p6rOns whO,dcid not 'attend thki
institution; or .

,
,-).--

(0 limited time ountt to attract en' Tlees.i '

')Advehrsing of the institution Vim not guarantee or ly that complet
of 'an' edupetion or tra inj progran at the linstituti(on will lead directly
employment. .. , 3,1

2.%,/

/ ,
4,-s ,

i. .4. .9



3, Insitution's advertising)does not imply that

*.

(a) hai special ties.or:cpnnections with euiployers which it does not
in-fact have; .:' )

'offers till or-partial scholarships when in fact it offers only
loans or deferred tuition;

'

has re Irsized ekperts on its teaching faculty' whd fin fact hav'e, ,no tea h ng respontibilitiesi or . :.

. it
(d) offerC'a "superior" educational program whets in fact, they.e'l

comPirlative evidence to support the assertion.,
, ..,.. v ,'''lission: Pr ctiteSt :,, -.-C.

Institut on does not employ admissions. representatives whose compensation
or salary is dependent\viholly 'or in part on direct commissions .based on
numb * of students enrolled.

W

InStitUtiOh .has a written policy governing recrufting and/or
practideS.

Written recruiting/admisiions policy contains:
Z

4

-Aca.)tOtal-,prohibitions agAinst unethical prac
. .

Witch or the `negative selr;:

admiss.ion

such ast the "bait and

:.,14) a requiremesti-that airprospettive tudents talk to a presentatite
of the institution at the School.pr orlito nr,o:11.fing; nd

4....

c)0
.

a requiremet thit all .enrol lees sign, an agreemen ich describet
compl ete cats., *Payment requilrements, and education services to
be proVided byl the institution. ......

.1; .

Institution. provAdesi ba dial instruction for sudents
iho are adnittetrWititout g'met stated admilsionyreqpirements.

.r

nstruction aff Eval uation Policies f

X

Teaching competence is included as one, criterion in formal salar'y
and(grr,tenure and/or rank review policies.

,t..EvaluationgOf tlaaching'competence include regular, anonymous y
C ratings by studests4.

urea in Written' Documents.
tl-

. ,*ositive
bas'

of the.f owing Item in a general catalog, bulletin,
other bas information-document, or cothbination of these:

(a). -riaine and Address of school

(b) ,date of_publication.of tie document.

(c) school calendar Including beginnipg and ending dates of c
'Programs,holidays, and other Idates of importance:

ses and.



clKstatement .0f institutional philosophy, including the educational
witeSOf any occupational programs offered by the institution.

(e) accurate description of the school's physical facilitibas.

(f) Accurate list of all courses. which are ctually offered.

VI) indication' of when sp&ific require rses will noVbe offered.-

(h) educational °content of each course.. -4

ki.). nUmber.of'hthrrissf'd instruction in each co se. and 'length of time in
hours;'weeki or months normally requi for .its Completion. '

0) accurate listing of faculty, who 'crrently teach.- 4. ,

(k) indiCation of the distinCtion between 'adjunct or part-time faculty
and full -time faculty. ,

(I) policies 'and procedures regardingtaaeptabil10 of'creditt from
other inietNtions.-

general accedItability Ilk.other institutions
this inititaion.

(n) requirements, for gradiratilh.

of crlits earned at

teirstatement of certificates, diplomas , or de§rees4, awarded- upo
graduation.

(p) statement of all charges f r which .a student may be held sponsible.'

financial aid programs' a tuallyovailable to students.
_

(r) any standard limitations on eligibility fot inancfal a

(s) "grading system.

."(t) palicies relating to:

4%

1

(1) tardiness
(2 :absences

) 3- make..up 'work

".4,..;_.......ig.A.- 4 student' conduct
5 termination.
6.. re -entry after termination

Cu) any student fee increases in excess-of -$25 that are planned wi.thin
the. next .year

(v) forritudentiOan APPIicants:
,

rams.

(1) the eff e. traf oart intermit rate
(2) loan re Affluent Obligations
(3) loan repayment.proceddres

time *gored .for%i.epayment
5.- d fir t or cancellation pFavisions,,i f any
6 CO 0 procedures .which might be applied. in the event. of

failu repay
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'the institution discloses their actual availability and extent:

(a) j4b placement assistancejor'service.
4

(b) counseling, including for employment, academic,andior personal

.
(d) housing facilities..

(a) student parking facilities.

3. In the event the institution offers an educational proiraewhich leads'
to the award of degrees (or which'results in credits which are trans-
ferable toward the award of degree),,it providei acclitte descriptions
of:

(a) recognition by, a State agency as meeting established educational
standards for grantingsdegrees, if there, is such an agency;

(b.) the s e and sequence of requirackcoUrses or subject areas in
each ree program; and Ir

(c) potic procedures which students must follow to transfer
cred within the institution, and/or to other institutions.

Stuck Orientation Procedures

1. Institution .does conduct a formal orientation program for newly
enrolled students. .

. .This' formai orientation includes 'at least the following:

(a) oral presentations or written documents prepared by students
who have been previousl/ enrolled at -the institution;

(b) instructions on how and where to voice student cdmp ts and
.griemcet; and '.

(c) infirthation on how and where go apply for student financial aid.

Job Placement Services and Follow-Through

1. In the event the institution claims to have a job placement service,
this service dik include at least the following aspects:

.(lirnodticatiOn fee charged, if this is the case;

-;(b) fort training and' supervised practice in job-seeking and,joe-holding.

ls;
(`c) contacting prospective empTeYers td-deVel0P potential jobs; and

(d) makingjob interview appIgntmeiits foniandividual students, including
seeking' part -time employment aarrecent graduates.



AP;

In th 'event the titution claims to offer Job. placement assistance. the
assi ce is t confined only to such servicesas distributing "help wanti
ads from pars or referral to t commercial placement service.

stitutiotiregularlif ,collects- ollow-up d to on the employment success
o fortheristudents who.did not graduate, r cent graduates, and/or longer
arm graduates.

Recordkeeping Practices'

-.1. Institution maintains the following items in its individual student records:

(a) total -fees 'paid by student;

(b) iciurses-taken and completed;

(c) 'academic credits, grades earned; "and.

O

j

(d) financial aid amounts granted throug 'the institution, including loans,
if any, actually received by student .mate of his /her' receipt.

Institution has a written policy and
individual student access to records
following his/her departure from the
operating: status of the institution.

Actual procedures-founaintaining
for a period of at 1.at two years
institution, regardless of the

Turnover of Instructional Stiff Ai

I. Every effort is..made tdllaVoid replacement of instructors for the same
'sections/courses, after instruction has begun. :.

of Chartered,. ved, or.Accredited StatusRepresentation
.

. 4,

A. :Institution discloses to students and- prospective students theAct(s)
..,

of.limitation(s) or sanc
standards imposed by lo

sanctions - exit.

s) for noncoMpliance with designated
ate, or federal government 7ncies,, if

The public. representations of the institutiondistinguish between
(elg., lilt separately, with appropriate7explanatfons). institutional
aCcrediation, specialiged..or professionaVingilEaCcred tation,
stateVA4pproving'agenOcourse *royal, instate chartering and
liCenstng, if any are present.

Financial Stability

1. If the institution is not publicly-supported, it has the folloWing:

(al an endowment or'retained earnings fUndasto pay current operating
expenses if they are,not covered by stadenttuition receipts; and

(4) A reserve of fu di sufficient to pay out tuition refunds as students
make legitimat requests for them.

643
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Institution's financial records and reports aee an lly Subjected to .

a certified, audit.

#

.(

L. Instructional. Programs in Occupatioal, Professional Preparation Areas

1- IKstitution maintains and, periodically empanels curriculum advisory
committees which include representatives of potential employers in
each-occupational/professional area fcirbwhich instruction is offered.

Institution provides the, following,' when they are required for'employment
of graduates in ah occupational/professional area:

(a) specialized/preiitItonal program accreditation-.

(6.) training in :the use of basic tools and equipment.

(c) internships and/or supervised practice on-the job
, .

(0t(d) internships and/or supervised practice in simulated lob.i uations.

,

. .

:le) instruction on topics necessary for state or professional rtifi-
cation or licensing of graduates. trb-vz\i

3. Institution requires at least a biannual review of the relee
and timelineSS(if occupational/professional curricula.

M. j)Instructional Equipment and Facilities in Occupational /Professional
Preparation Areas

o

1. Institution Maintains and periodically,empaeis advisory committees
on instructional equipment and facilities whfch include representatives
of potential employers in Each occupational/professional area for whic
instruction is offered.

2. Institution annually budgets and expends funds forteplacing worn or
outdated instructional equipment ft each occupational/professional
area for which instruction is offered. ,

N. Attrition and. Loan Default

- fg,

1. Institution annually alculates the rate of studieWattrition from each
identifiable program or curriculum area dqd accurately discloses these
rates upon request.

If it is a participan in the National-Direct Student Loan-Program Or
is a lender in the Federal-1A Insured Student. Loan Program, the
institution annually icalculltes the rate of default on its student
loans. .



V

ApInENTniti-g

4 Sample ISSF-Repont
fr

MERICANOINSTIVUTES'I'OR RESSARCII SELF-STUDX
A

INITITUTIONAL RESPONSE.

(-

with.the *caption of a low extreme and a high extreme, respondents'

overall institutional scores,'as given, indicated a range that uniformlx.
Ne,

clustered-few 135-285. It appears that. scores in generally fell neither

.(into the unusually low or unusually high lells -10-500). The mean was\

L

%

216.05 .

:

the mediin 210, mode 216. :.Naterally all...teas are improvable,

but Se ions I, VII/.0 and IX show lack of full strength probably due less

to breach of practice and more to lack. of communication.
I

'. It can be concluded that our institution needs:to mike explicit in
..iik

.written form ascto how a sOaeht can'obtain refunds. Thb matter of Admission
'6

representatives' compensation needs to be llitled where in doubt; enrollee'

agreements need. to be considered: the faculty.needs-torealistically come to

g 4s.with student ratings, of teacher competence; and typical collegiate
,

.cash flow trauma requires sympathy and patience from the public..
.

This institutional:summarization besedgibn substantive .data- infosimation

and expressed by the uhdersigned'vensiitutes .a.iitoreff '230; ItHhas been

brought ti:yaratteittion that the 1970-,7.9 edition
'
OUthe College Catalogue

y-.

will.-inClUde the academic calendar., The ACerican Institute's survey, as

part of ,
e =,.Self-study: accounts Atar:sewers1'.such

.

up-dates iniacademic practice: coming newly int6 effect.:

. 4

Director of the Extensien Prograss:aiWI
Academic Vice-Preiideni
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INTRODUCTION

As "arc.addittonaiport

%for the

of the se -study,prepared by

Assodiatidn,' the College.agee0 to use

).111 /the survey materials constructed by the Americlii Institutegfor Research'

in-order to measure' the "potential for abuse of the student by)the

institution") -
. .,

As a tea; measurement the campus of .

4i the tawas, seletfiet- campus, 'a"and a sample of individuals. s gl
-

l f fif
AfWas assembled. A meeting writs held to acquaint the sample with the

,---
purpose of the survey and the procedures to be used.. It was emphasized1Pthat .the should, be as emotiod-free as pdssible, and that an, i

4,

accurate measurement of the sample was necessary to. allow (1) ,a clear

reading -from the sample, and (2) a base from Whitt to judge the

validity of the instrument, i tself.

THE SAMPLE

1:

Six administrators,- four faculty professionals and _five students )

self-admihistered the questionnaire. Selection of the saniple<as,nop

fandom.- The intention was to select ,i-ndivisluals who knew .a st}044itial

amodnt about the college and its 6perations, 'in order thitpa high 'Oh%

perdentage of the topic items would be answered: However, no attempt

togs t indiVidUals Vecause of their predisposition toward

'Policy was Made. Every respandent was requested to give 'en open and

direct response, and in case of in respond on the e
pessimistic side of the alternti s f to select. These

instructions were made to avoid any, pro-coljege bias which, would reduce

'the validiji of the initial survey.

zr



The. Atheinistra tot" Sample . Six adrni n stra tort self-adminis red

the instrument., The Chancellor, the Dean.of Academic Affairs, tale
.

DireOtor of Developmeutt,the Dean.of Students, the pusiness Mahager.and

the special assistant to the ChanC:11ticipite0. All lit;;,one of

the'administrators has been employed by for.ten,years or more
v

m

The Mein length of service among the group was 10.33'years and the

cuMulattve.yearpf service wa's 62 years.

The Faculty Sample) Four faculty, self-administered ,the is.trument.

FOur senior faculty
-
in the departelents of Advertising, AcCounting,

General Ilbsiness'and English, all Astoollate Professors, were involved.

The average length of\iersice.within the grow was7.7.2Syeart and the

cumulative.serviCe s,29 years.

.,The Student Si 1le. five students,two:Junlors and three.Sehiors,
.

self-administered the instrument The students: in. the sample*re
. ,-.

4

selected on the basis of theie knowledge of., in several

differentlAreas, andlhey were able to respond to a large percentage of

the questions.

THE DATA

The raw data. (sellyscored r tS),are givenon.the following. two

,pagesin two forms. THE DATA RASE presents the raW.scOres for each.

,MoMber of the sameteby topic and subgroyp (student, faculty; administrator).

The DATA BASE GROUP.MEANS presents the MeIhiefor-each subgroup (student,

faculty, admthistratdr) by topic, and allows comparison of the different

subgroups.in perspective. Also listed am the'"nationatrange and

the "possible high". illoFes asAtven-by Amertqh InsiitutesforResearch

in their literature.
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T DATA DAB

TOPIC I

'ADMISSIONS 312 163 312 111 1111

SC9148 OF INDIVIDUAL SAM,18)EiTICIPANTS IN Olt TOPIC AREAS

Student'

2 f3 4

Faculty

7. 8

PIC II

DI u)sups 711. 9 13 7.1 44

TOPIC 411

.111P, OF AMID,
N

. ,

TOPIC

111111NOWICY 125 1 62 .125 0 500

0 0 w\- 0

53 308 220''.16
6

66 ?35 .,55 4

Administratori
.1 Individuals in

10 11 .12 13 ,:14 15 4the Emile

388 *167 313 50 833 375

,TOPIC V

EVALUATIONSTAFF

TOPIC VI

,RECORD KEEPINCV 142

375 115 125 31

TOPIC VII .

OCC /*EP FROG

TOPIC VIII

CAREER/1W

0

4

250 0 188

115 35 83

0 125

0 250250 .0
-

0 200

Talc 'IX

'FINANCIALsuiunt

67 '200 33 153 71

0. 285

109 91 5

26 405 0 132

14 0 2501 125 1250 188

115 0 .39 3.5 286' 142

,0

250 0

0

250 0 250 250, 0 677

200 0 333 65 400 133

2(0) 200 250 0 400 250

155. '42 154 65 327 197 ,

,
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.STUDENT FACULTY
MEAN

DATA BASE GROUP MANS

ARITHMETIC AVERAGES OF SCORES IN THE THREE SUB-GROUPS IN THE SAMPLE BY TOPIC

'rQ PIC I

ADMISSIONS

TOPIC II
DISCLOSURE

TOPIC III

222 , 159

49.
.<

48

REP. OF ACCRED. 0, 0- .

TOPIC XY .

REFUND POLICY .162- 10

TOPIC V '

EVALUATION-STAFF 129. , , 0
TOPIC VI
RECORD KEEPING

TOPIC VII
0CC /PREP PROGRAM

xoprc ,

--..GAREBE/PLA

0.
TOPIC Is
FINANCIAL

-.,OVER-ALL
SCORE

28

165

25
. - /

63

67

ADMINISTRATOR
MEAN

-NAT'L
RANGE,

100-

POSSIBLE
HIGH

351 400 1,560

50-
102 250 780

0-
500 1,330

100 -

, 344 400 1,125

100-
103 500 1,075

125-
-42 . 500 1,125

I,

250'-

1

-236 '4.750 2',140 :.
/

100-
189 500 1,140..
.

O
BIL. 57 63 225' 400

3t.101 83 157 1,140

.StUdent-means are the sue of each student :core divided by the number of students
participating.

Faculty means are the stiM'Of each faculty score divided by the nuMbe;Of faculty
participating.

'Administrator meanware the sum of each administrator score-divided by the number
kylministrators participating.

All mesas -above taken iromHTHE DATA BASE. National ranges and hiihest.possible
numerical scores taken from testing =Stacie' provided by American Inatitute of
Raileach, as made available with the survey materials.

9P
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NUMERIC ANALYSIS OF. RESULTS

Over-all'Scores. According*to the American Institutes for Research

literature, the "national range" for over-all scores of institutions

performing'in an adequate manner is 100-300. subsamples

scored as follows:

National Range

Students

Faculty

s tra tors

100"-300

101

83

157

As-higher scores indicate a higher potential for student abuse, all

three over-all scores refledt positively on the college. Interestingly,

the administrators' subsamOle selkscored higher. 4more potentially

abusive) than the other two groups./ An analysis of the ind4vidual

instruments indicates that the administrators in the subsample were

involved more completely in the kinds'of-actions from which student abuse

could result and were genekatly more sensitive to the potential for it.

Their individual comments, however; indicited that theyuniformiyfeli that

the potential-for abuse did not, result in abuse.
.

IndividualTopic Scores. Faculty and student subgroups scored lower

than the administrative subgroup on all but two topic"itens.. On topic

regarding ape use of statements of actreditatfon; all subgroups scored
.

zero, and on, the topic :of systematic etialuatloh'of faculty and staff,,thigr%,
.

.

'student mean was higher, than the: administrator and the tiduity4-

interestingly,scored loweit.of all three subgroups.
10 . , ,.

. , On Topic
.

l',. regarding student recrUfting.policies and-practices, 111$

sours :of the most points for all grodps was the'ute of testimonials-by-.
p '

individuals, not having.attended theeinstitution and the lack ".of a written

Pr
policy governing al1..redi4i4ting.policies.. The -college does.use,testimoni41s-

O

7



01'4,

from non-former-students. The individuals used are those who haVe hired

students, and the "testi106114als" are reflections of their

evaluations of our "product". Former-students are also used, and we feel

,.thepolicy is consistent with good'practice and is a'positive reflection,

on our'intention to tell prospective students what otipers think about

',the educational product'of the college. The lack of a written, all-

incluSive statement of policy regarding student recruiting is real, but,

in our judgment, non-SubstantiVe. A matrix of-rules and processes are

followed in all recruiting 'operations which do not lead to potential

student abuse, we'feel. However, an inclusive policy would be a positive

addition to the recruiting' system.

On Topic II, regarding disclosures in written documents, the most

points were accumulated in items relating to our non-publication of

statistics about drop-buts and follow-up statistics on grddUates. It is

true"that the college has not reported consistent statistics on drop-outs

' and is furth6r true that they have not been consistently collected. We

shoUld begin'to do this. Fai e to report statistics on graduaAes,

however, is -notr,random but planned. The college is just now completing

its quadrennial alumni survey, and #ill publish those summary results. The

Year following'eat survey, results are, published, but Iot fbr the next

three years because the information is out of date,fbr, most recent

graduates, which is the data of most interest to incoming students. Also,

the tendency in such material is to,select "good examples" of which,we have

a high number but with which the temptation to Misreke ent is rather high.

tthe college has specifically elected to avoid using such easurements.

Responses tovTopic III on repreSentation of current approved or

accredited status was uniform among all subgroups, and was ascore.of'

zero.
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Responses to Topic IV on refund policies and practice,s was mixed.

The greatest number of points .resulted from responses to t14-question

regarding the.existence of non-refundable fees in excess of $100. ';4The

'college does have such fees in the area of housing commitments, in order

to insure that the limited supply relative 'to demand is effectively

'commiied prior to any term. We have reviewed this potfcY,and our

statements regarding it, and conclude that our poticy is effectively and

clearly explained and does not constitute a potential for abuse.

Responses to Topic V on instrUctional staff evaluation and
4*-

showed that the largest number of points resulted from responses to

questions regarding the lack of machine scored responses. The evaluation

streets used by the college-could be ,scored mechanically, but lacking the

proper equipment, i t, iS donemanUally by anAnternal'evaluationAldlt

group. The faculty committee on professiorwl standards has working

for twa years to design a metric peer-evaluation fortpat, tifit has been

unable to devise one which; effectively meets the,app ,4A1 of'faculty.

'he faculty has expressed general a pproval .of th evaluation sy:

combining administratille acid st dent. evalPatin, and has generallyi

eindicated't4t it did not feel nxiops Westablisha peer-evaluation

system. The need:for a machA r mehanism for 'the student

evaluations is' sorely felt, and priority for the'nearfuture.

Responses to 'Topic VI, regarding record keeping practices, resulted

in the highest number of points for questions regarding a written policy

for records and retention. 'Our policy, while not in the faculty or

operations handbook, is to retain student records indefinately. After

five years, in original form, transcripts are micro-filmed and stored.
/. .

The policy should be in forma), written fork, and will be in tpe next

faculty and procedures manuals.
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Responses to Topic VII on occupationaliprofessional preparation,

prograMs indicate that the points recorded came primarily from the

questions on the establishment of advisory committees for all, some or

none of the specialized programs. Almost every r'esponclent indicated

committees active in some but notall curricular areas, and that is

correct. Plans for other advisory committees have been made and a program

to expand the advisory committee system is being actiTed at this time.

Responses to Topic VIII on career planning and placement services

and follow-up of gYaduates show that the.pattern of higher scores.

concentrate on the questions regarding our follow-up of gradures. Currently

the college surveys all graduates every four years,' and reports.those-

results. While the four-year survey can be very dptailed because,:;of
.11

its infrequency, there has been internal Contern thAt it is too infrequent,

and thi s is a very legitimate issue. The.collegg current by evaluating

its rationale for the four-year survey and will shin Make a decision

regarding that policy.

Responses to Topic IX on financial. stability silow that pointsvere

collected primarily on questions regarding-a regolzirl inspection by a

State and Federal regulatory.agenty. Respondents were lAIOWy unaware

that such inspections', regularly made, and certified audits are
6

provided.

Generally, the self-administered instruments have pointed to some

policy areas in which improvement tnd change could and should logically

b'e instituted. However; an.examination of the areas of potential abuse

seems to confirm that noisubstantial real' abusb.thg's resulted in those, *
V 4

areas; and that'abuse which has occured,has related to individuals rather

than policy, and been very limited. The Consistency of scoring by

subgroups is significant, The general low level-of scores is significant

99
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and indicates a low potential for student abbse.

EVALUAtION OF THE INSTRUMENT

As:the administration of the instrument was undertaken on a trial

basis, 'the college also focused on an attempt to evaluate the instrument

as well as the scores.

Therd'are several difficulties with the instrument.

While students have little difficulty administering the test, some

had difficulty following the scoring procedures. The "leaf-through"

procedure necessary to score the tests was bothersfte to some and there

is a possthility they might be less rigorously completed in a large

Sample if the current format continues.

The reliability of the instrument cannot be measured in .a small-

sample, one-time,, procedure such as the one we undertook, but the

validity of certain areas raises some concerns. For example, the tpp

IX area on financial stability measures whether audited4ecords are

available, but not whether or not they show strength. Aolpe Asset:

.Student ratio might be very helpful in this regard. As4 it is, the

instrument seems to measui-e whether an institution is forthright, but

not whether it is financially strong, which ought to be an important

consideration.

Stepping back to a more general view of the instrument, there wa's

some concern among all three of our subgroups regarding the orientation

toward "student abuse potential",as expressed in the material. The

negative connotation of student abuse potential aimost certainly engenders

a brand of response--especially in large samplpubTics--that needs to

be carefully normalized if reasonable interpretations-.,are to be made

from it. The issue of difference between abuse and potential abuse is

also an important one. Although the authors of the materials accompanying

/OD
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the instrument carefully stress the difference,/even after a thorough

0 introduction. of it to our small sample, it was/initially misunderstood

in several cases. One wonders whether the capacity of a system

administering a large sample could be able to effectively deal with this

issue or whether significant subgroups within a large sample might

misunderstand the intent of the instrument.

On'the positive side, the survey doe' pinpoint a number of area

of potential abuse. An institution scoriing high in an area can be led

to an analysis of the validity and substance of the scores and can make

an evaluation of the area. Particularly with the growth of non-traditional

/educational institutions, it is wise and appropriate than some consistent

standards of behavior be measured ford institutions. This survey

technique is one way of getting to Oat, and has substantial potential

for being a ul tool in that process.

A

0

1-25-78
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Education Consumer Protection:

One Institution's Self Study

Background

A self study of the content and distribution of information
prepared for students and prospective students has been conducted
in association with the assembly of other materials for inspection
by the Association in its regular accreditation
review. Particular attention has been given to policies and
practices which are related to educational "consumer" protection,
as this term has been used recently in government agencies and
educational associations. In accordance with preliminary dis-
cussions with Association representatives, a self-
study form cbnstructed by the American Institutes for Research
was utilized. Inasmuch as this form has been tested with other
institutions, it has been possible to obtain the relative standing
of the

The Institutional Self-Study Form for Post-Secondary Institu-
tions clsisei *of 123 weighted iteMs on potentially abusive policies
and prac ices,, divided into nine categories as follows:..

I. Student Recruiting Policies and Practices
Disclasute in,*ritten DocuMents

v"---) III. Repreintation-of Approved or Accredited Status
IV. Refund Policies and Prattices
V. Instructional Staff Evaluation and Stability

VI. Record-Keeping Practicds
VII. Occupational/Professional Preparation Programs

VIII. Career Planning and Placement Services and Follow up
of Graduates

IX. Finantial Stability

In addition, an overall score is calculated,actording to the
number of items answeredby each respondent and the weighted
aVerage of ,their response's to each item

In order to obtain opinions from a range of person's associated
with the preparation, dissemination and receipt of institutional
information, the instrument was mailed to .representative faculty,.Students and administrators, with an introductory cover letter

.

(See Appendix A). In order
to assure that the'responden had, some interest in 'institutional

improie the response rat -and also
t

operations, the student and-facmUlty representatives were 'chosen
from the membership of general University committees. Two8facuIty
members and two studehts were seletted from thp Council on Teaching
and from the CbmMittee on Student' Services; onerfaifulty Member and

4
'r

r.

a
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one student from the Committee on Human Rights; one faculty
member and one student from the Research Council; one faculty
member from the Committee on University Relations and one student
from the Committee on Student Health Services, 5gr a total of
seven faculty and seven students. 'An additional Seven question-
naires were distributed to members of the University administration
im'areas directly related to the Preparation and dissemination of
information about educational practices and policies: the
Director of Admissions and Financial Aid; the University Publica-
tions Editor; Associate Deans from two of the undergraduate colleges;
an Assistant Registrar;.the Director of the Educational Placement
office and the Director of Residence Halls. Completed question-
naires were received from five of the seven faculty, three of the
seven students, and all of the seven administrators.

Akthough many of the respondents were already familiar with
University policies and procedures, the following materials were
collected and placed at the disposal of those who wished to review
them: University Catalog, Information For Prospective Students,
Course Schedule, Financial Aid Handbook, Student Consumer Infor-
mation summary.

Survey Results

A copy of the Institutional Self Study Form is attached as
Appendix 13, and responses from participants
have been added in the vertical columns for faculty (F), students
(S), and administrators (A). The inclusion of this information

'provides the raw data for further studies if desired, and should
answer .rly questions about the meaning of statements in this
rdport.1 Numerical summaries of the responses from each of the
three groups (faculty, students and administrators) were recorded
acid averaged .,separately (see Table 1) in:order to disclose any

idifferences in perception from each/of the respective points of
view.. An average of the three different groups was computed in
order to get a composite picture of the perceptions within the
University. The latter results were then compared with the
"expected range"-based upon results from thoSe institutions which
had utilized the instrument previously.

A summary of the responses from ehe three groups is presented
in Table 2, together with the expected range for each category. A
score of zero indicates full approval of our policy or practice
in ean case. These figures show the following:

1. Responses fortthe are in the bottom
(more favorable) half of the expected range for all
categories and for all thnee constituencies, except
that administrators'-perceptions were in the upper-half
of tpe range concerning "Student Recruit!ng Policies and"
PradEices".

2. In seven of the ten,caikegories,.the faculty responses
were even more favorabl than the most favorable end o
the expected range. w

e
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3. In four of the seven categories, students' perceptions
were more favorable than the most favorable end of the
expected range.

4. In four of the ten categories, the'administrators'
perceptions were more favorable than the most favorable
end of the.expected ranxje

From these results it can be concluded that the faculty, students
and administrators who were surveyed have a very favorable
perception oB the University's policies and practices with reference
to educational consumer protection.

When the responses of the three groups are "compared to deter-
mine the differences in perception within the institutionlit is
found that:

1. Faculty are most critical in one category and least
critical in five;

2. Students were most critical in three categories and
least critical in one;

3. Administrators were most critical in five categories
and least critical in three;

4. All three constituencies agreed on one category
(financial stability) which received the only perfect
score.

Frog this result it might be concluded that those who are most
knowledgeable about the procedures are also the most critical;
however, this assumption should be examined more closely. .4,

Most favorable areas. When the results are examined to deter-
mine which types of policies and practices are perceived as most
favorable by each of the three groups, a significant degree of
agreement is found. The categories in each set below are listed
with the most favorable first, etc.:

6

1. Faculty -- Representation of Approved or. Accredited
Status; Career Planning/Placement and Followupof
Graduates; Financial Stability

2. Students -- Financial Stability; Record-keeping Practices;
Refund Policies and Practicies

3. Administrators '-. Record-keeping Practices; Financihl
Stability: Refund Policies and\ Practices

4., Overall -- Financial Stability Refund Policies and
Practices; Record - keeping Practices.

Least favorable. The three groups had the least favorable
impressions about areas aO follows. In each case the least
favorable category is listed first:

1. Faculty-- Record-keeping PracticOv-,Instructional
Staff. Evaluation and Stability;c0c iiperia\l/Professional
Preparation Programs.

.
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2. Students -- Occupational/Professional Preparation
Progrms; RepresentaLion of Approved or Accredited
Status; Student Recruiting Policies and Practi,ces.

3. Administrators Student RecLuiting Policies-and
Practices; Occupational Professional Preparation
Programs; Career Planning/Placement and Followup

'of Graduates.
4. Overall -- Occupational/Professional Preparation

Programs; Student Recruiting Policies and Practices;
Instructional Staff Evaluation and Stability.

From these results two conclusions can be drawn: First
of all, there,is-aN.consensus that the institution has excellent
financial stability. The second conclusion is also encouraging
because. it tends to offset the initial impression mentioned
above that those who are most familiar are also most critical:
The results show that students are most favorably disposed to-
wards those areas which affect them most directly, facufty are
favorably disposed towards those areas about which they know the
most (with the notable exception of the inclusion of teaching
performance iii faculty evaluation), and administrators are most
favorably disposed towards the areas in which they are directly
involved. With reference to the unfavorable impressions, it should
be noted tha;t the poor ranking by faculty of record keeping
practices is a result of an unfavorable impression by a single
person (see Table 1). This is given added significance when it
is seen that record-keeping practices are considered most favorable
by the administrators and second most favorable by the students.
It also appears that the overall impressions are least favorable
concerning'the operation of academic and recruiting programs.

. Concerns and Recommendations

Although it is encouraging to learn that students, faculty
and adiThi.nistrators are favorably impressed overall by our policies
and practices, improvement of the system will be achieved only by
giving attention to the problem areas. Since the item "Occupation-
al/Professional Preparation .Programs" had the highest scores, the
questions in that group might be examined to identify more clearly
our perceived deficiencies (Appendi4 B, p. 18). The item in this
Section having the largest number of weighted responses relates
to the inclusion of representatives Of potential employers on
committees to advise on curriculum-content and equipMent. Pro-
fessional programs do take characteristics of employment opportun-
ities for graduates into account in designing curriculum. However,
the appropriateness of formally including external employees on
advisory committees can be questioned.

Students and administrators were also mildly critical about
"Student Recruiting Policies and Practices" (Appendix' B, p. 2).
An examination of the responses 1.1dicates that our-policies'on
recruitment are not clearly stated, nor are respondents aware of
whether practices are closely supervised by a "responsible
administrative officer": This is especially significant when
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administrators in related areas are skepticaj. lt. Is recommended
that the policies and practices related to preadmission contacts
be organized in a clear and complete form, and then reviewed
systematically. `some respondents also gave demerits or fl\e
absence of remedial courses or sections in ha :; 1 English .111,i
Mathematics, apparently unaware of our reading and writing
laboratories or not equating them with "courses or sections"
courses.

Some apparently unfavorable re.sponses were 'obtained, especially
from faculty, about "Instructional staff Evaluation and stability"
(Appendix B, p. 15) . It should be noted, however, that essentially
all of these responses occurred for four specific questions: 2-d
concerninq evaluation of .instruction by graduates, 2-e concernihil
the use of instructional self-ratings, and 4-c and 4-d related to
systematic evaluations of adliregularly appointed faculty members
and all adjunct faculty. InStitutional policies do require that
evidence of teaching performance be submitted in reiation to pro-
motion and tenure recommendations. The appropriateness and
reliability of teaching evaluations by graduates atter they have
left the institution can be questioned, as can the reliability and
ealidity of instructional self ratings. Thus, it is not clear that
the inclusion of such evaluations wouldrianingtullyenhance
evaluation of instruction. it also should be noted that, although
overall University policy does not specify a particular system for
evaluation of tenured or adjunct faculty, such evaluations are
routinely carried out within academic units in relation to salary
increases for all.faculty and the,reappointment of adjunct faculty.
The advantages and disadvantages of establishing more systematic
evaluations of faculty in, these two groups probably should be
explored.

AdminiStrators in the survey were somewhat critical of our
"Career Planning and Placement Services and Followup of Graduates"
(Appendix B, p. 21). An analysis of the responses shows that the
survey instrument gives dements for charging a fee, and that our
followup of graduates and drop -obis is perceived as being inadequate.
Each of the placement offices is aware of the desirability of more
thorough collection OE information about the continuing experiences
of former students, but tais aspect has been accorded a lower
priority than career counseling of currently enrolled students and
placement in jobs or post-graduate educational programs.

A study of drop-outs was recently completed, but the results
were apparently unknown to the respondents. They were41so
apparently unaware of the University's participation in a Survey'
of Recent College Graduates which is being conducted currently by
the National Opinion Research Center and the National Center for
Educational Statistics. This survey is designed to provide answers
to questions such as:

How do graduates who enter the job market fare in their
search for jobs?
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How many graduates ar.e.underemplbygd and"-in what fields?
. _ -- ' .

How many choOSe to get a further) degree rather' than enter_
.

the labormarket upon graduating?
e. . , , , .

- ,
- ,--

.,. pleof graduates in all programs for the years 1971-72,
.

4 -76' and 1976.-.7-7 wiail be polled', -and the:-resultsof the
'national sample asmeTra-S,the experience of our'own graduates
will be provided farsO_ur..U,s6.

.

c,

Although our perceiired perTorMance on 'DiSclosure in Written,
Doduments7 was comparativelK good, manyApaeficiencias were pointed
out because of the large,- number of specTfic possibilities in-

-.) cluded in-this category (see Appendix B, p, 5) . Our catalog or
other'basic public nformation documents were criticized fOr

1r inadequate'disclosu e of.: , .

.

-
)

.

.Statement of ins itutional philosophy or miSsi
\of ph al facilities as related ;theDescription'

instructional program
An indication of when specific required courses will

normally be offered
Acceptability by other institutions of credits earned at

IoWlil. ct

Data regarding the employment success of graduates from
undergraduate and graduate occupational/professional
preparation programs .

Data on drop-outs - .

Grading system
, .

Absences or excessive late arrival for classes,-and make-
up work

Our public documents were also criticized for not disclosing the
standard legal limitations for employment in some occupations,
and for not adequately informing the public about our-placemenc,
counseling, and food services, as well as housing the parking
facilities. It is recommended that documents designed to inform

-the public be reviewed by appropriate administrators.

Two respondents noted that there have been problems associated
'w'ith meeting the standards of a federal agency,-(Appendix B, p. 10)
and with accrediting agencies, and asked whether the "limitation(s)
or sanction(s) (have been) publ'icly djsclosed in writing to all
current enrollees and.applicants".-11 is recommended that this
questionbe reviewed,' although it should be noted that everyone who
is or might be affected has been/ notified whenever problems of this
type,haVe been encountered.

Summary
.,

,!

In'suMmary,-the is viewed internally as
being far above average in its policies and-practices to protect
the. lights Of .Students to fair treatment. Students, faculty and
administrators all share this view, and the highest ratings go to
fiaanoial-and recgrd-keeping operations. Problems are perceived
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in most areas, ho ever, in spite. of the generally good performance;-

The. table On p e Ff provides a .quick 'overview of the prohlem'areas
and recommen ed approaches- toAheir solutions. _.

.1
' Usefulness of, the Self-Study Form- .

#
.

The 123 items in the survey appear to cover adequately the
various typescf information associated with potentially abusive
pr$stice's and 'policies related to...,"student consumerism". 'Because
of:this thoroughness, severh1.6f our respondents commented that
they could not adequately' wess our performance in All categories.
This reaction might have beWn expect4d and -,does not necessarily
imply ,a flaw in thedevign of"the instrument. It does suggest,
however, that care SWbuld be used in: selecting the. sample so that'
at least one person-in 'the sample (an'd preferably more than one) ,
is well-informed on each item. This procedure will help insure:, ,

(--

that potential problems do. not escape dee'ction because :none of
".:the respondents is familiar with the area,. 1 ,

'1-
. -4..

For Similar re- sons,. the position of the individual respondent
-, should Ie considered in evaluating.the significance of responses.

For exaftle, a favorable response by a large majprity in connection
with a specific item might have little significance in comparison
with the uhfavorable responses of those who are best informed about
the,relevailt area. Conversely, an unfav6rable,response might in-
dicate only that the person is unaware of the policy or practice
at issue.

A
In general, the results of the form should be used as an in-

,-, dicatioh of potential problemS which might Otherwise have escaped
t, detection, rather than as:either an indictment or proof of perfec-

tion.tion. This means, ..for example, that an-unfavorable. response sh,Oid
not be discounted simply because it represents a small-Minority
o& the sample, or even because the person may have been ill=informed.
Someone'in a responsible position 'should be assighedto review each
unfavorable observation with instructions:

a) to correct the policy or,praCtice'if the criticism is
--, justified,k
. b) to bring felevant policie to the attention oaf all affected

persons who might not be 'ware and consequently might be
unfairly Critical,' i .

li

If the :above comments and suggestions are val4.d, then one might
question the value of the information on "expected'range":of reSults. .

A relatively poor score Might spur an institution to urgent action in
making corrections, in which case the comparison'could-,serve a use-
ful purpose. On the other hand, a relatively good score could en-
courage an institution to neglect or postpone corrective action
where real deficiencies exist. Par perfOrmance should not be merely
the "average" or "expected range", but rather it should be full
compliance with the.principles of good practice.: It is in this
spirit' that specific actions have been'recdMmended.in this report,
for each item where a potential problem was indicate T-

/



/ ITEM

Financial Stability

Refund Policies and Practices

4

Record-keeping Practices

Disclosure in Written Documents

Representation of Approved or

Accredited Status

Carrer Planning1Placement,Services,

and Followup of Graduates

Instructional Staff Evaluation

and Stability

Student Recruiting Policies and

Practices

Occupational/Professional

Preparation Programs

A

PERCEIVED STATUS

Excellent (No perceived deficiencies)

Lack of time limitation on processing refunds,

and non-refunded fees not always proportional

to instruction received.

No disclosure of identification of officer

making'award; no written policy for records

if the institution closes.

Inadequate disclosure on: when courses are

offered, success of graduates and drop-outs,

and other scattered items,1

Problems with accreditation and federal,

agencies, and non-disclpsure of same te.enrollees

and applicants,

Inadequate followup of graduates and drop-outs.

No systematic evaluation of teaching specifically

required from graduates or by self evaluation,

nor for tenured or adjunct faculty,

Need clearly stated written policies, reviewed

and supervised by responsible administrators;

Inadequate remedial programs.

Lack of involvement of emplOyere, accrediting

agencies, institutional committees.

D.

RECOMMENDATION

Maintain the present high standards; compliments

to those responsible.

Publicize the time schedule, and review the refund

policy.

Include name of financial aid counselor in each

student folder. Add catalog secton on access to

records in event of institutional closure.

Documents should be reviewed and modified,

Review the methods by which such information is

disseminated, and to whom.

Disseminate and review the results of a survey now

in progress, and of a'recently completed survey of

drop-outs,

More information should be collected on the

advisability of such evaluatioh policies.

Collect and record the policies, for review by

relevant committees. Clarify responsibilities.

Review and promote remedial programs.

Request each department or college which offers

occupational or professional preparation programs

',to review this area.



Table 1. Summar o 'Individual Responses

9

. .
.-i.

I, II III IV V -VI 'VII VIII IX 'Instl.
.

FACULTY 188 0 0 63 77 0 0 P 0
. , 0

44'
0 90. 0 0 182 ,, 0 429 0 0 . Tp
0 125 0 0 250 1000 125 0 0 40
0 O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

(1

.0
0 75 '0 65 150 0 125 0 0 . 55

Totals 188 290 0 128 659 1000 679 0 0 214

Ave 'rages 38' '58 0 26 132 200 136 0 0
4k03. .

,
.

2"''

STUDENTS. 158 154 600 125 416 125 '750 133 0 215
167 0- 0 0 0 0 250 .0 , 0 81
167 0 0 0 0 ), 0 250 0 0---i- 81

ADMINISTRATORS 154 382 600 67 182 0 250 333 0 270
0' -. 0 0 0 4-82 0 250 665' 0 41

185 210 0 0 0 0 1000 500 0 215
435 90 200 0 190 0 665 210 , 0 200
185 0 0 0 90 0 0 110 0 45

0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 230 0 40
-,..

425 0 ____Q 0 0 0 1000 0 0 .110

Totals 2384 682; 800 67 644 0 3165 2048 0 921

'Averages 341 97 114 10 92 0 452 293 0 132

4

Totals 492 ,154. 600 125 416 125 1250 133 0 377

Averages 164 51 200 42 137 42 417 44 0 126

i13



Table 2. Summary of Responses Grouped According to
Faculty, Students and Administrators

Expected'
Range

I. Student recruiting. policies
and Practices

/-

100 -400

Disclosur inAwritten/aocumenEs 50-250

III. Representation Ur approved or
accredited status 0-500

IV. Refund policies and practices 100-400

V. ,Instructional staff evaluation
and stability 100-500

VI. Record.keeping practices 125-500

VII. 'Occupational/professional
preparation programs 250-750

VIII. Career planning/placement
follow up of graduates 100-500

IX'. Financial stability 0-400

Institution 100-300

4-

114.
E -12

Faculty .

N =5 .

0

26

132

200

136

0 t0

0_

43

Student
N=3

Adm'.

N=7
Avg.
14=3

164 341' 181

51 97 67.

200 114 105

42 10

137 92 120

42 0 81

417 452 335

44 * 293 : 112

0-

126 132' 100


